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Ah, to be young again! Lo, to
think of those who are young
arid act old. I spend most of
my time while getting old wishing I weee young enough to be
a member of the Junior Wornan': Club
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South Fulton Councii
Seeks $500,000 To
Erect Industry Site

Mrs. Covington Named
City Tax Assessor

The City of Fulton deferred
appointment of -a City Attorney
at Monday's Council meeting,
despite the fact that two appli:ants for the job appeared. The
matter was postponed.
In other actions, the Council:
Appointed Mrs, John Covington as tax assessor; purchased a
new police car from King
Feeling that their community is now in an enviable Motor Co.; named Dr. J. L.
position to offer prospective industry all the assets need- Jones to again represent the
ed for location, the Mayor and City Council of South gi oup on the Planning and
Zoning commission.
Fulton Tuesday night took positive action.

I remember when I first came
to Fulton, nine years ago, that
the Junior Woman's Club was
the one thing that I wanted to
be a member of Not that I
wasn't happy to be a member
of the "Senior" Woman's Club,
but because I envied the energy
these young yomen had alid the
enthusiasm they had tor ,..the
With unanimous -action the Council agreed to present
work they did in the organization. Also I was too old to be a to the citizens of South Fulton, in a special election, the
matter of floating a bond issue, not to exceed $500,000
member.
Today I am very sad on two
counts First, I realize that my
chances of ever being a member
of the chil5 worsen by the day
and recondly,' because I am told
that, unless something is dono
in the not too distant future,
that the Junior Woman's Club
may be no more. Active membership has shrunk to about ten
members. So small are the
numbers that attend the meetings that the members feel that
perhaps they should start meeting in the various homes
I was so surprised to learn
the present situation that exists
in the club, because I felt surely
that since so many new couples
are coming to town, the Junior
Woman's Club would be enjoying a thriving membership. I
have talked to some of the men
hers of the club and thy
not seem to put their finger
the apparent lack of interest in
the group.
Ruth Rudolph is the president
of the local group and she has
done an amazing job with thc
few members she has had to
work with Ruth is a '.cry fine
and a very capable soung
tron Although she is something
of a new resident, she has taken
a terrific interest in Fulton affairs and she does them all well.
It has been with almost superhuman ability that she and her
small band of workers have
maintained the club's scholarship hind of 9100 a year to some
worthy high school graduate
The club has also continued
its support of an orphan at Beulai., Heights. Ky. and this year,
with great effort on the. part r f
the
nal1 number, the orphan
remembered at Christrnas
time with handsome gifts and
also the orphan 'will be given a
lovely Eastef—oliT1117—
You will recall, of course.
that it was the Junior Woman's
Club that was instrumental in
starting the Kindergarten at
Fulton School and so successful
has been that venture that the
school foe...young tots is now an
independent Arganization and
ciompletely
self - supporting.
These few functions are only
the highlights of their activities;
they do an amazing amount of
work in nearly every civic project in K nich they are called
upon to work.
It would be a deep personal
regret to me if anything happened that would force the
Junior 'Woman's Club to disband. During my early days in
Fulton it seemed like every time
I turned around the Junior
Women were undertaking some
worthwhile work. They are still
doh* that. But to maintain a
schedule of activity that necessitates Loge numbers of workers, the few who are doing the
work are becoming sadly discouraged.

Final Date For Corn
Loans Is Established

to erect a building suitable for occupancy by a large inM 0 Champion, Chairman of
Fulton County ASC Committee,
dustry.
- Under the provisions of the
Tennessee Industrial Act of
1951 the matter must be presented to the people in a referendum vote. In order for the
Council to float the issue, threefourths of the persons voting
must be in favor of the plan.
Even at this early date, the
Council urges all citizens to

become interested in the pro—
posed issue.
If accepted by the voters the
bonds would be a revenue producing issue. No taxation will
be made to the citizens to repay the bonds. The act states
that the building must be rented
or leased to a tenant for an
amount of money sufficient to
(Continued on Page 4)

announced today that March 31,
1956, has been set as the final
date for the availability of both
warehouse and farm -stored corn
'nen.s and purchase agreements
for the 1955 corn crop in the
State ef Kentucky.
Mr Champion urges farmers
who are going to secure corn
loans to apply early in order to
avoid the last minute rush.

ED PHIPPS GIVES
NOTE OF THANKS
FOR GIFT Of TV
Popular Coach
Grateful For
Local Gesture
'Deeply appreciative of the
movement started by the Fulton News and Radio Station
W F U L, which resulted in the
purchase of a
television set
for the coach at South Fulton,
Ed. Philips today wrote to the
News editors his gratitude for
I lie gesture.
Enthusiastically responding to
the volunteer solicitations many
Fulton and South Fulton people
graciously contributed to the
fund.
Mr and Mrs. Ed. Toltipps were
in the News office Tuesday and
personally expressed their appieciation to the editors and to
Lou Wrather, general manager
of W F U
TO those whom he could not
reach personally, Mr. Phipps
asked that the following note
of thanks be printed.
It tollows:_
_
'''I only wish 41W- I Were capable of reaching into the plentiful storehouse tif appropriate
English words and choose the
ones to convey to this
right
wonderful, wonderful community how I feel everytime I
think about the television set
that you gave me.
"I can only say thank you
from the bottom of my heart to
all those who contributed. to all
those who helped in any way,
end to all the thoughtful fans
Who followed our fine youngsters on the basketball teams
so loyally
Zd. Phipps
At a special assembly last
eriday morning at South INIton
High School, a brand-new TV
set was presented to-Csuich and
Mrs. Ed Phipps, as .a token of
esteem from well-wishers to
Coach Phipps upore„attaining a
perfect record of -sio defeats
during the past basketball season.
Presentation was made by
Lou Wrather, manager of Radio
(Continued on Page live)
TO ST. L0011
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill
are leaving this week-end for
St -Louis, where they will visit
their son, William, and his
family.

It is true that most o the
young women eligible for membership are pretty much involved with rearing families of
small tots. But the day is long
past when the small fry keeps
momma tied to the house-work.
Some of the gals may say, "Oh,
yeah!" but that won't fool me
a bit. I can tell by Diary of
Doings
. that these same young
(Photos Inside)
women seem to get out and do
Gospel Hymn Time is one of
most anything they want to,
the most popular radio prowhenever they want W.
grams on the airways and that's
Or perhaps it's that interest the gospel truth.
Anybody with a song in their
in purely social activities that
keeps them from working in the neaots instinctively turns the
Junior Woman's Club. I may be radio dial to WFUL every Sunwrong. A young woman, owes day afternoon to the program
it to her community to take a that is growing every week.
It all started when a busy
part in the Junior Woman's
Club and if she hasn't worked man, dedicated to his church
in the club recently, she cer- and to the welfare of young
tainly isn't rounding out a well- people decided that, given an
planned program of community opportunity talent will breed
talent.
spirit and that's not good.
That's why today, Brother
Maybe these remarks will Wesley Richardson, a member
make some tempers rise a bit, of the Seventh Day Adventist
. . .so what I find that a lot Church, is a very happy man
He is givi^g talent an oppor(Coatinned we Page 4)

Hon. Earle C. Clements, United States Senator fro.i
Kentucky has accepted the invitation to present the Citizen of the Year Award to an outstanding Fultonian on
Wednesday, March 14, at seven p. m. at Smith's Rose
Room.
Senator Clements, given a small clue as to the identity
of the Citizen of the Year, said Sunday night that he
would be here. Senator Clements said in a telephone conversation from Washington: "If I can put two and two
Eastern Star,
together, and come up with the person } think it is,
Local Merchants
nothing in Washington is more important than to help
Fulton pay honor to such a remarkable person."
Sponsor Event
R. H.(Bob) White, president of the Chamber of ComPlans are all completed for
merce
will introduce Senator Clements.
the annual "Fashions on Parade"
The program will be presented in the manner of the
for '56 to be presented this
ev ening (Thursday) in the popular TV show, "This is Your Life." Many persons
Carr Institute Auditorium here from Fulton and the surrounding area will take part in
in Fulton at 7:30. An evening of the program.
real entertainment is in store,
Mayor Bill Browning of Fulton, Kentucky and Mayor
with a handsome door prize for Milton Counce of South Fulton will welcome the guests
attending,
gentleman
e
s o m
The Citizen of the Year selected
courtesy of Carter-Butterworth. and visiting dignitaries.
figure both in Kentucky and in
been
a
key
1955
has
for
Local merchants who are
participating with the Fulton Tennessee where the citizen is well known and beloved.
city chapter Order of the Eastern
Invitations have been issued to other state and nationStar include: The Dotty Shop, a dignitaries who have figured prominently in the life
Carter - Butterworth's Store for of the Citizen of the Year. Their names cannot be revealMen, The Leader Store, Irby's,
ed since they might give a clue to the identity of the
The Clarice Shop, Kasnow's,
until the
P. H Weaks & Sons, and K. Citizen of the Year, whose name is kept secret
Honua's. Also the Tiny Toggery night of the award.
This year Radio Station WFUL joins the Fulton News
and Jack and Jill Shop, stores
distinct in making the award and if broadcasting schedules perfor children. Three
scenes will show sport and mit, the program will be broadcast live over WFUL-FM.
beachwear, street wear, and the
Reservations for the dinner may be made either at the
final showing will consist of
News
office or with Mrs. Ethel McDaniel, who will asformal attire. Miss Dorothy
Boyd, copy writer for WFUL, sist with the dinner and award preparations. The tickets
Woman's Director, will are $1.50 per person and since Smith's Cafe can accomoand
write the commentary and she date 110 persons comfortably, it is urged that tickets be
will be accompanied through- secured at once.

EASTER FASHION
PARADE WILL BE
STAGED THURSDAY

out the narration by Martha
Logan, presenting lovely organ
music. Talented youngsters of
Rosiernary Petersores dancing
between
perform
will
class
scenes.
A real evening of entertainment is in store for you if you
attend "Fashions on Parade,"
Thursday evening at 730 in
the Carr Institute auditorium
here in Fulton. Don't forget to
bring ttie men, girls!

FULTON AUDIENCES LEADERSHIP SCHOOL
HAVE OPPORTUNITY FOR METHODISTS TO
TO BUOY THEATRE START ON SUNDAY
"The Children's Theatre," a
highly talented group of drama
enthusiasts from Murray College will appear in South Fulton at one o'clock on March 30.
The group will present the eny,yable play_ "King Midas anct
the Golden Touch," which is
especially enjoyable to young
people and adults alike.
The players are coming to
South Fulton under the sponsorship of Mrs. Kelly Lowe's
second grade, Mrs. Harry Jackson's- fifth grade. and Mrs. Don
Nelson's speech class at South
Fulton School.
Curtain time will be at one
o'clock sharp as the players
have other commitments on the
tour. Admission is 50 cents and
the public is cordially invited to
attend.
A special invitation is issued
to all Schools in' the area to
make arrangements for the
students and patrons of the
schools to enjoy the presentation.

Parents, Teachers
Urged To Attend,
Enroll In Course
The Methodist Churches of
the Fulton Sub - District will
ven their leadership Training
School Sunday afternoon at 2:30
at the First Methodist Church of
Fulton, under the direction of
W,Alawa,_desn_.of the
Mrs.
school.
Three courses will be taught
with outstanding speakers having been obtained as instructors.
Parents, as well as teachers of
the Sunday School, are urged to
attend. Those who have not enrolled may do so at the opening session.
••thaderstanding
Children,"
will be taught by Mrs. J. W.
Neudecker, who is superintendent of the children's division at
Methodist
Heights
Madison
Church in Memphis. She has
also served as district director
of children's work for the
Memphis District for the past
twelve years, and has had special training for teaching in
leadership training schools.
(Continued on Page 4)

Howard Strange Back
At His Favorite Job
Howard Strange is back at
his favorite occupation, managing the Orpheurn Theatre.
Since he left the local theatre
a little over a year ago, he has
been employed by a large drivein theatre at Paducah.
Howard took over his new
duties Saturday. He is replacing
Harry Shaw of North Little
Rock, Ark., who was sent here
two months ago, when Elton
to
was transferred
Holland
Portageville Mo.

Director Of Show
Arrives To Begin Work
r

iss Alice Russell arrived
here this week to coordinate
the activities of the local citizens
who will participate in the
various activities in connection
with "Laff-O-Rama," an arena
will .be
which
presentation
staged on March 23 and 24 at
tht South Fulton High School
Gymnasium.
Miss Russell, who is working
under the sponsorship of the
Booster Club, comes to the twin
cities highly recommended.

enlarged to a thirty minute program. It started with eight
churches using talent from the
young people's departments.
In a shor t side, more
churches were added, requiring
more time on the radio. On
June 5, 1955, the time was increased to one hour from 2 to
3 o'clock. The program was
growing weekly making the
circle huger with each broadcast. Now two churches or special groups were used each
Sunda'y afternoon,
On Sept. 18. 1955, the KenTenn Junior Singing Convention. being held in the Woman's
Club Building every third Sunday, was organized in with "The
Children's Hour." This inclu led

HEART FUND DRIVE DR. BAIRD SAYS
MOST SUCCESSFUL RED CROSS DRIVE
IN FINAL PLANS
EVER HELD HERE
Nearly $950 Is
Collected; Atkins
Expresses Thanks
In one of the most successful Heart Fund drives ever
conducted in Fulton a total of
nearly $950 was solicited this
Atkins, general
year. Smith
chairman of the drive was appreciative of the generous support given the campaign.
Mr. Atkins said that a total
of $203.21 was collected in East
and West Fulton; and the business section subscribed $710.25.
Other donations yet to come in
will make the total nearly
$950.
Workers in the Heart Fund
drive were most grateful to the
members of the local American
Legion post, which assisted in
the drive. Similar gratitude is
expressed for all those who
contributed to the fund.
The state - wide goal for the
Heart Fund this year is $225,000.00 and from all indications
it is obvious that the goal will
be oversubscribed.
Assisting Mr. Atkins in the
drive this year were Miss Marjorie Holder and Mrs. David
Homra.

Campaign For
Fulton( Set For
March 15 Thru 22
Dr. D. M. Baird, local dentist announced today that final plans are in the making for
the annual Red Cross fund
drive, which will be held in
Fulton from March 15 through
March 22. This year's quota for
Fulton is $2051.
Mrs. Jack Snow will serve as
assistant to the chairman. She
stated today that persons wishing to work during the drive
may call her at 1180. At the
same time both Dr. Baird and
Mrs. Snow asked that any person wishing to make special
gifts to the drive call them.
Dr. Baird's office number is
100.
"Without question, the Arnerican Red Cross is in the midst
of one of the most costly disaster years in its history."
Red Cross Chairman- E.Roland Harriman made that statement at the half-way point' in
the 1955 - 56 fiscal year.
pointed out that during the fil-st
six - month period the org
a
tion had committed more
an
$20,000,000 to bring
relief _o
victims of catastrophe. In the
previous year, a total of $7,195,255 was spent on all disasters.

CHARLES WILLIAMS
IS AREA WINNER OF Kansas Man Is Named
SPEECH COMPETITION Scout Field Director

WIN A NEW CAR!
Choice of a '56 Studebaker
station wagon and free 2-year
upkeep or $5,000 cash, and 201
other prizes worth $10,000 is the
Is Son-In-Law Of
feature offering at Parisian
Mr. And Mrs. Lamb
Laundry this week, as part of
a nation-wide contest. Entry
Charles A. Williams, Paducah
blanks may be obtained free at attorney and member of Paduthe laundry office or from the cah Toastmasters 1051, Monday
route men.
night in Evansville, hid., won
the Area 5 Speech Contest.
Mr. Williams is the son-inlaw of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lamb of Fulton.
Mr. Williams recently won
the southern division of Area 5
all groups of Junior singers at Owensboro, where he adwho were present for the con- vanced to the Evansville finals.
vention,
Mr. Williams will compete for
Senior singers began sup- the honors in District 11, March
porting the Ken-Tenn Junior 23. 24 and 25 at Purdue UniSinging Convention until on versity where 10 area winners
Nov. 20, 1955, the senior singers will vie for the spot to the Inwere entered into the conven- ternational contest in August.
tion In connection with the
The contest was won by a
second
for
the
"Children's Hour" broadcast.
Paducahan
The program was wining in straight year as Cliff Henderpopularity, with each broackaiit son, safety engineer for Union
o ver WFUL, every Sunday Carbide Nuclear Corp. took the
afternoon. More churches and trophy last year.
Mr. Williams gains possession
special groups, quartets, trios,
duets and solo singers were of the traveling trophy for a
year. He also received a solid
added almost weekly.
On Jan. 1. 195, due to the walnut gavel and won the honor
number
of of being toastmaster of the Area
increasing
ever
singers. the "attic was changed 5 annual picnic on June 27 at
Ruthenhurg Field in Evansville
(continued on page four)

-Gospel Hymn Time Gives Talent A Chance
tunity to get an audience and
the more he works with talent,
and the more success that comes
to the i..eople he helps, the happier epe gets.
Gospel Hymn Time originated
with the "Martha and Judy
began
on
Program." which
Sunday morning, Jan. 17, 1954.
Woodruff
Martha and Judy
were known as the "Sweethearts of ' the Airways." Alter
several months, they felt they
needed a vacation from the
weekly fifteen minute program,
%elle h was aired every Sunday
at 9 a. m.
On Sunday afternoon, Aug.
IS, 1954, the program was reorganized and named "The
Children's Hour," which was

.

Sen. Earle Clements To i'iviesent
Award To Citizen Of The Year

TV SET PRESENTED: Coach and Mrs. Ed Phipps of
South Fulton are all smiles last Friday as Lou Wrather,
general manager of Station WFUL actin.;•ern behalf of
the Station, the NEWS and 154 other well-wishers, presents brand-new TV set to the Coach at a special 'assembly at South Fulton High School. South Fulton
basketball team was ranked No. One in West Tennessee
this season, undefeated throughout the regular schedule.

Drama Group From
Murray College To
Present Play Here

—

Dale Mosslander of Atchison,
Kansas, recently assumed his
duties as Field Executive for the
Four Rivers Boy Scout Council.
He will be serving the Dry Lake
(Fulton County) and Reelfoot
(Obion County, Tenn.) Districts.
Mr. Mosslander is a graduate
of Baker University in Kansas
and he completed the training
course for professional Boy
Scout Leaders on February 16th
at Schiff Scout Reservation in
Mendham, New Jersey.
He served four years in the
Navy and more recently was a
millwright foreman. Prior to
that time he was a teacher and
coach.
Mr. Mosslander has had extensive Scouting experience as a
volunteer and attained the Eagle
rank. He is married and has a
young daughter. They will reside
1422 East High Street,
Union City, Tenn.
SCHOOL DAYS
Glenn Walker, a refrigeration
contractor of this city, is in
Minneapolis, Minn., where he is
attending a special school in
refrigeration for the ThermoKing refrigeration service.

Logan County Paper Compares Chandler To Hitler
How long the people of Kentucky,
through their weakling representatives and senators who are trading
votes of their constituents in the General Assembly for two-bit state jobs
for members of their families, will
stand for the setting up of a complete
dictatorship with Albert Benjamin
Chandler at the helm will be interesting to watch—though costly in money and freedoms.
The bold display this week of Governor (suppose that is - still the title,
or is it now der Fuehrer) Chandler's
real designs at the head of state is
nothing less than shameful, disgraceful, and all the other adjectives in
this category. He has said in effect,
through his puppet floor leader Senator Sullivan from Henderson, that any
elected city official who opposed him
in the Democratic primary is in danger of getting his political head severed.
Such an interpretation is all we

clothing from home.
"It is wonderful therapy," we learned from Alice . . . Mrs. Robertson,
that is. Those patients unable to come
in alone are brought in by attendants
and allowed to go through the stock
and make selections. (Bear in mind
that this entire program is voluntary
and is run by volunteer workers. Mrs.
Robertson, you will recall is volunteer
co-ordinator, and is not on the institution's payroll. She and others do their
marvelous work there through the
goodness of their hearts.)
The new clothing shop is making a
tremendous contribution to the morale
and sense of well being on the part of
patients. So, if you have any wearing
apparel for men or women, help this
worthwhile project by telephoning
Mrs. Robertson or one of these volunteer,workers: Mrs. Lewis Adams, Mrs.
F,stell Morton or Mrs. J. L. Hart,on.
They will call for what you have-10—
donate.

Necessities Of Life Leave No Time For Work
An interesting item was recently
published in The Chattanooga Times,
and it explained how the average
person spends his life.
To begin with, he spends one-third
of his life asleep. He spends another
four years talking with people, but
women spend five years in conversation with others.
A man, it is estimated, uses about
five months of his lifetime, trying to
tie his shoe laces. He spends another
five years washing and shaving, and
up to four years in smoking up a
quarter of a ton of tobacco.
Telephone calls require one year
of the average life span, and some six
months are spent playing cards. For
some of the fair readers, we would
raise this to about six years.
Six years are spent eating eating
and drinking, and three years are
spent being sick. For the average person, about five years are spent in going to and from work, and this figure
is likely to go up as more move to the
cities and as the cities grow larger
and larger.

The main point in all of this tabulating is that, after we spend all
these years doing these things, very
little is left for working. The time
consumed, in all the above pursuits
approaches Tifty years, and, therefore probably less than twenty years
are left for working, when it is considered there are many other time-consumers not included in the above.
In all of the items listed, it may be
seen that the greatest opportunity for
time-saving is to be found in the field
of smoking, traveling to and from
work and tying one's shoe laces. Also
a great deal of time can be saved if
one washed and shaved less.
We suggest that those who do not
want to stop smoking should ease up
on telephone conversations, shoe-lacetying and washing and shaving. If
however, you wish to smoke, and
want to wear shoes with laces, then
we suggest you work at home. The
ideal situation would be to work at
home, don't smoke, nor wear shoes
with laces and not to wash too often.

All Men Am Not Equal
IN MANY impoitant ways, people are not equal. Of course, all men
are equally the creatures of God, All
men are entitled to equal justice before the law.. This is the basis of our
democracy: all men are created

equal.
But genuine Christian democracy
does not say that all men are equal
in every respect. Equal opportunity,
equal justice, equal rights—of course
But unless we recognize that in many
important ways men differ and
should differ, then democracy is
doomed.
DEMOCRACY WILL decay and
die unless we recognize and encourage a kind of unequality of the soul.
There must always be people better
than the rest it many ways. Some
men must always be more holy, more
competent, more public-spirited and
more self-sacrificing than others.
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by idcfroaffen

can see in the proposed bill that would
oust-12 members of the Frankfort city
council, all of whom were elected by
the people and 11 of whom opposed
Herr Chandler in last year's Democratic primary, and permit der Fuehrer to name officials of his own
choosing for that city.
Yes,the man who was elected to be
ONLY the Governor of Kentucky, has
added a page to Adolph Hitler's,
"Mein Kampf."
It wouldn't be the least bit surprising now if we should see a bill
proposed `during this extraordinary
special government reorganization
session of the General Assembly, that
would enable Herr Chandler to name
all officials for the 120 counties in
the state and those for all the cities
and towns. It would not be going away
from the principle of government by
the people any more than the Frankfort situation.
News-Democrat
Russellville, Ky.

Stop For A Moment And Help Those Who Are Needy
In case any reader of this story has
a full length mirror he has no further
need of we know where it can be put
to wonderful use.
We also have a suggestion as to
what you can do with any discarded
wearing apparel, for either men or
women. Here is the story.
A room in the basement of Western
State Hospital, located next door to
the office of Mrs. Howard Robertson
Jr., 1304 South Virginia Street, has
been nicely fitted into a clothing shop
for patients. Stock consists of clothing
of all kinds, most of which has been
donated by the good folks at Fort
Campbell.
In the shop is a sewing machine, an
electric iron, and an ironing board.
These are used to put the donated
wearing apparel into wearable condition for the "customers." The customers consist of those patrents_who are
without funds and who receive no

(STRICTLY BUSINESS

moved to Clinton where he was
graduated in 1947 from Central
High School. A Baptist. he is a
member of Calvary Baptist
Church, Lexington.
His wife is the former Mildred
King, Jacksonville, Fla. They
reside at 5 Carey Ave, Fraankfort.
Hal C. Griffin, formerly of
Clinton, has accepted a position
An geoftesaist
, with the Division of Publicity.
A man, who was down on his
G. M. Pedley, director of the
division, said Griffin would be luck, posted himself in front of
news editor for the state agency. an office building with a tray of
shoe laces, which he peddled to
Griffin was employed by the
the passing crowd One execuasto
prior
Leader
'Lexington
tive made it a habit of giving
suming his new duties. He was
the unfortunate a dime .daily,
graduated in 1951 from the Unihe never accepted the lace.
versity of Kentucky with a B. but
This went on for weeks, until
A. degree in journalism. After
college. he enlisted in the U. S. one day the peddler. upon reArmy. He became an army offi- ceiving the dime, tapped his departing benefactor on the back
cer after completing a six
and
complained, "I don't like to
School
Candidate
Officers
month
bring this up, Sir, but the laces
at Ft. Belvoir, Va. He served
now fifteen cents."
with the army in Korea and are
was released from active duty
•
in December, 1953.
How Christian
In .1954 he re-entered the
Science Heals
post-graduate
University to do
"HOW
SPIRITUAL
work in political science.
AWAKENING HEALED
Griffin is the son of Mr. and
CANCER"
Mrs Henry C. Griffin, 749
North 26th Street, Paducah. He IFTUL tire se.) Raaaay 19 aisi
was born in Hickman and later

PADUCAH MAN
RECEIVES POST
AS NEWS EDITOR

—1n-the name of democratic equality some men would make it a crime
to be different, to strive to be better
than the normal run of mankind.
They would make it a crime to insist
upon our differences.
WO- ONE would try to say that
all medical.techniques are equally effective. Nor are all business procedures equally well-advised. Not all
forml3" of government promote public
welfare equally. It is the very destruction of democracy to admit that
Communism, for instance, is just as
good as any other form of government.
Some men would say that democracy requires that we eliminate all differences. They argue that all shades
of human thinking are equally accurate. They say that all religions are
alike. "It doesn't matter what you
think or believe," they say, "in a democracy all have their say."
NO DOUBT a democracy is in
danger when essential equality is neglected. But a democracy is no less
endangered when important differences are ignored. If it didn't matter
what you believed there would have
been no purpose in Jesus Christ's
coming to preach the truth to all men.
If it didn't matter what we said, as
long as we believed it, we would have
no right to put Communists in jail.
'As Christians we are obliged to
recognize the equality of men: to give
every man his due; to be generous to
all; to fight for the equal rights of all

groups.
BUT AS CHRISTIANS we are
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CMS your range pass the

TOBIN BACK ME CLOCK
. MARCH 13, 1931
It is announced today that
The Junior Association of
Lon Adams of Fulton county
Commerce was definitely est- is a candidate for the office
ablished Thursday night, March
of Representative from 'the
5, at the local Chamber of CornFirst District.
fierce rooms. Twenty - four
young business men of - Fulton
Will Doran, janitor at South
met with directors of the Fulton school, who was struck
chamber to effect the organby an automobile
Tuesday
ization. Keen interest and enmorning when he attempted to
thusiasm has been manifested
cross the 'Fulton - Martin highfor some time for such an orway at the edge of the city, is
ganization_
reported resting well Wednes-The following officers were .day morning. Dr. Fuller stated
elected for 1931: Ed Slaughter, Wednesday that his___condition
president; Abe Thompson, vice is not as serious as was first
president; Joe Hall secretary; thought.
Foad Homra, treasurer; Board
of directors were elected as
Mrs. Charlie Bondurant and
follows: Vernon Owens, Ohm
Clarke, of Cayce spent ThursWilliams, Ed Slaughter. Joe day with Mrs. Lucy Burnett
Hall, Billy Carr, Abe Thomp- and other visitors in the afterson, and Foad Homra
noon were: Mrs. Jim Boone
Inman.
Mrs. J. C.
LawThe Lodgeston Homemakers son and daughter, Bessie.
Club met on Tuesday, March 3,
at the home of Mrs. Caston
Mrs. Paul Moore and little
Sams, with the chairman, Mrs. son have returned home from
T M. Milner, presiding. All the hospital in Fulton. and are
members and five visitors were doing nicely. The young man
present.
has been christened Gene Paul.
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BANTER WAS A PASTIME IN OLDEN DAYS
(By the Story-Teller)
until some little fellow took the
Since my own ctufaren have insults as a bit too personal and
grown up and I live far away used his fists to revenge what
from my grandchildren, I do not
know whether children enjoy had been said about him or his
bantering each other as much family:
as they used to, 'Certainly our
Banter, however, was not and
generation thrived on banter. i; not confined to
Playful
Even though we sometimes youngsters. If you took banter
stooped to fighting, most of our out of College life, it would be
ellders had ways of stepping in
pretty dull. Society decrees that
and making bad matters worse we do not go around saying nice
when we forgot and fought. things about the people we like;
Our teachers, too, were not very therefore, we say catty things,
sNicipathetic when a fight start- .just as when we were small, we
ed. But, except occasionally, no- pulled the pigtails of the girls
body interfered when we tried
We liked, never of the girls we
our hands or tongues at -saying did not like. I am always resmart or biting or cute things minded of my former roommate,
by way of insult. And we Mt now, like me. an oldish fellow.
that any Mamma's darling who If he had said a kind Word to
would get angry and try to fight me, r would have feared for
when we used these expressions the boy's sanity. I never had to
ought to be paddled and sent fear, for his- 'most endearing
home to Mamma.
epithets were rough expressions
Swearing was out of the ques- that would have produced a fist
tion or anything remotely re- fight if used seriously. If I were
sembling swearing. If we had to see him today, we would exchange insults with gusto, resaid durn, somebody would
have run at once and told somemembering the
d.o1d days of
a-rTy. a half century ago when
-body,whe tecnitd,-- in turn,-have icespanked us and thrown in a cur- it seemed smart and collegiate
tain lecture that smelled of to be so much a "reg'ler feller."
brimstone. I cannot be truthful
In my many years of talking
and rule out obscenity, for I to service clubs I have found
fear that obscenity was one of out that horse play is not conthe native languages we learned. fined to country youngsters or
I regret that much of the pat- to college youth. Many of the
ness of our banter cannot be most dignified and worthy men
put into print, at least respect- I have ever known go once a
able print, for it W9S often
week to their service - club
picturesque, funny - sounding, dinner and relax for a while,
and quite appropriate Barred often carrying out banters that
from swearing and limited in smack a lot of the old - fashionour use of obsenity when girls ed country school. A mock
were around, we used many folk fight between a distinguished
similes, especially those that college professor and a sedate
were ;uncomplimentary. "You business man in my home town
are as ugly as a mud fence." caused many people to fear that
What is a mud fence, anyway? service clubs are a menace. I
I never saw one. But the fellow
know some middle - aged men
so stigrnatided
resented the
who were present that day who
appellation and gave back as still feel that the two fightgood as he had received. "You ers, now both dead, were in
ace as crooked as a dog's hind earnest. They failed to see that
let." "You are as green as gourd
when the shirt was torn off one
guts." "You, are fatified." "You of them, there was a perefectly
are not your Mammy's child good dress shirt beneath and
but an orphan that somebody worn for the ooccasion. Most of
left in a basket on your door- us men are still potentially boys.
step." "Why,that's nothing; your "And you're another one."
folks are so poor they live on
sorghum (pronounced soggrum)
'Tis said that gals need beaumolasses and sow belly." "You
ty more than brains because
don't have any more sense than
a night - old baby." And so on most men can see better than
and on, until we got tired or they can thinkt

also obliged to resist being equal with all in virtue, in
belief, in service to our country. In these things, we must
all strive for common unequality.

01 coarse, if its
11,
400
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IT'S easy to keep pots and 'pans "white
glove" clean when you use a modern
eleotrie -range-. Electric -biat is clean as
electric light That's why walls, curtains
and cooking utensils stay clean so much
longer. Save "extra" cleaning, laundering
and scouring. Cook the clean, modern, electric way. See your dealer today!

WIRE FOR MODERN
LIVING
If your home lacks 240wiring for this and
other major appliances,
your dealer can advise
you on plans for its installation. Our office
will be glad to offer
recommendations o n
any wiring changes or
additions you desire.

,
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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SOUTH FULTON BOOSTERS TO BRING NEW THIRD LARGEST AND DIFFERENT SHOW: uLAFF-O-RAMA" CAGE TOURNEY TO
BE IN LOUISVILLE

News

resa Welch visited in our office
Friday. Teresa is the daughter
of Donna and Joe Welch and
Randy is the son of Carolyn and
Leo Mann. Carolyn is one of
our operators on leave.
We wish a speedy recovery to
Sara Ross' father who is ill.
See you next week.....
Carma Jackson
,
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oree of a bridal shower Friday
one of our girls on leave.
little night. The girls in our office
McClanahan's
Wanda
From
girl, Vicki Ann, visited us will present her with a gift of
her choice.
Wednesday.
or
floor,
on
the
Today the South Fulten Boost- are presented
The
We wish a speedy recovery
to
Dorothy
Birthday
Happy
builder Club announced that arrange- the arena portion, of the
Young and Mrs. Lilah Hastings, to Eunice Seath and Eula Mulments have been completed for ing, for the Circus is too large
this ford's dad, who is convalescing
were
whose
birthdays
the presentation of the Circus to he produced on an ordinary
One Of World's
at home.
week.
Spectacular. "Lail - 0-Rama," stage.
We were saddened to hear of
Joyce McDade's sister, Mrs.
Spectacular
Most
which will be presented March
spectators,
or
The audience,
(Too late -for Isst week)
Betty Reid, and son, Todd, of the fire which destroyed the
23 and 24 at the South Fulton sit on the sides of the area and
Joan and June McKinney, Cape Girardeau, Mo., are visit- home of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Sis•
Events Is Planned
gym..
look "down., *into" the producSara Ross, Mary Frances ing here.
son Friday. Mr. Sisson is a
Mrs.
to
have
glad
Were
"Laff - 0 - Rama," billed as tion as the crowd does when
Janie Barber, Joan McKinney, brother of Nahoma MooneyThe third biggest basketball David Humphreys back to work Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Your Home Town Circus, is the viewing sports or athletic
all the world-- after her honeymoon. She Is the Roberts attended "Campus Marion Oliver and Mary Fran- ham.
"new forward look" in commun- events. In this way, at all times, tournament in
Lights" at M'urray State Col- ces Robertson shopped in MayJanie Barber and Marion
ity entertainment and all acts those attending have a pano- the 01 y m take Championehip former Carole Alexander.
Thursday night.
lege
Oliver were the dinner guests
field Friday.
to
fiance
Joan McKinney,
ramic view of the spectacle, and Trials—will - be -held in LouisAnna /fizzle, Joan and June of Katherine Rice in Unior
Virginia Forrest, Sue Forrest,
at the same titne the performers ville at the spacious Armory on Glen Owensby, was honored
Friday night.
Thursday evening with a lovely Martha Sue Holland and Janie McKinney, Marion Oliver, Eu- City,
are so trained that their actions
Friday and Saturday. personal shower given in the Sue Vowell attended Saturday nice Seath, Wanda McClanahan, See you next week.
Thursday.
directions.
all
from
watched
are
Clara Nell Davis, Hazel Clark,
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. night.
In some parts there is action in March 22, 23, and 24. •
Freezing and curing of ma*
Dorothy Young and Joyce Mcthe
over
visited
Barber
Mary
and
Ross
Janie
Sara
will Roberts.
simultaneously,
rings
three
tourney, which
This
Dade dined at the Derby Cafe ere taking the place of eannin*
Rice
Katherine
with
hostesses.
d
were
Roberts
week-en
which gives the "three ring Fir- match the Champions of the U. Frances
among homemakers in Gallatin
Thursday night.
Those present from our office of Union City.
ces" effect. Other parts of S. Armed Services Divistins—
Carole
honcounty.
was
Humphreys
the
and
We're going to regret losing
"Laff - 0 - Rama" are so plan- the Army, Navy Marines and besides the honoree
ned that production numbers Air Corps, will pick the team to hostesses were Janie Barber, Helen Campbell, whose husinclude the whole sweep and play in the finals at Kansas Wanda McClanahan, June Mc- band left Monday to accept a
scope of the floor. Again there City, and then go to the World Kinney, Bobbie Brown,. Helen new position with the Lance
are numbers so arranged that Olympic Games in Australia. Campbell, Marion Oliver, Adol- Co. of Dyersburg, Tenn.
two groups, facing a seating The greatest college All-Ameri- phus Latta, Mrs. Lila Hastings,
Welcome back to our office,
and
section, co-ordinate their rou- cans and the pick of the famous Anita Allen and Carma Jack- Ruth Tarver. Ruth has been
FAMOUS
son.
Busiand actions so the audience National A. A. U. teams in the
tines
telephone
the
supplying
COLEMAN
Janie Barber's husband, ness Office for several months.
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
has full view of what is going rervices will, snake up the servMO SAYING
is in the Army Air Corps
Harry,
WS W4
cenare
playing.
numbers
champions
ice
Specialty
on.
her famana
EtATUNIS
Williams
Helen
Phone 61, Fulton, Ky.
129
St.
Paschall
He
Guam.
in
RCCW —
tered and pinpointed by spotUniversity of Kentucky is and is stationed
ily visited in Memphis two days
light so they give the effect of well represented for instance on reads our column in the News last week.
WE HAVE ALL TYPES OF
the "close-up" which is used so the Air Corps team, with 1955 and enjoys it, but prefers mysLittle Susan Henson visited
effectively in movie and TV Captain Bill Evans and his bril- tery novels and he is wondering
fourthe
is
write him one. If us Tuesday. Susan
Automobile — Fire :- Liability — Polio —
liant teammate, Gayle Rose as if we couldn't
DS:141 techniques.
kLii
the time permits some day we month-old daughter of Betty
Marine and Workman's Compensation
From the moment the "Ring- ace performers. The Air Corps
and Johnny Hertoin. Betty is
just do that.'
Insurance
master" blows the first whistle is "loaded" with numerous other might
W
4
WW
tICLW
and Eunice
Mulford
•
Eula
MANN
NO KWR
and the Grand Entry Parade of All-Americans and All-A. A. U.
Mayfield
in
shopped
Seath
NO
all performers enters the arena, stars; and it is difficult for anyLONG-TERM FARM LOANS
NO
through side - splitting stunts, one without an All-American Monday.
wish to express our symWe
AT LOW INTEREST RATES
the
make
clowns,
to
lineup.
six
tag
the
and hi-)inks by
pathy to Janie Barber and her
through the bicycling and
The Marines reportedly have family in the loss of their uncle,
FUNERAL HOME
tumbling acts, to the finale, it a team capable of beating even Arthur
Large selection of Real Estate at all times—both
East
Townsend, of
I...'—
is an entertainment that appeals San Francisco among the col- Frazee, Mo.
city and farm property. We assist GI's in their
to "children of all ages, includ- lege teams, and it will be interloans.
Several of our girls attended
ing those from 3 to 93."
esting to see them mix it up the fashion show at the Leader
Air
and
the
Navy,
Army.
with
Highlights include Goldilocks
Store Thursday.
Cannon M. N. Burrow
Col. ('has. W. Burrow Chas.
Ton haven't seen what a gas and the Three Bears, the "hu- Corps.
Martha Ann Harrison, formGoofey
Genie
the
animal,"
man
far
it
emby
looks
like
all,
now
in
and
All
office
Bowe, Sec'y.
Glenda
our
Miss
of
you
erly
Charlie Stephenson
floor-furnace can do, until
Giraffe, Hot Rod Races from the biggest tourney ever held in ployed in a Detroit office, and
Resident
Liman&
Three
SUM
Coleman
see the new
Clown Alley, en Ozark Mid- Louisville. and with all the mil- her husband visited with relaEmbalmers
PERFORMAN I New power; western Jubilee Hayride scene, itary bands, and many notables tives here over the week-end.
and
Ponies
Liberty
teen-age
Tethe
and
be
should
it
in
attendance
Little Randy Mann
new fuel-saving features. And
Tigerettes doing the Hokey- most colorful too.
— an amazingly low pee& Pokey wild animal style and
--Te -enable everyone to-witness
variev o1 actsevery- this great attraction, the Ken.
Visit us today I
from
thing from "spacemen
tuck., A. A. U., sponsor of the
Arti
Mars," to a muscular group of
Up To $ Years To Pays Toms iatreback riding beauties, com- event, along with several Louisis
offering
groups,
civic
ville
As Easy As $1.23 Pie Wolk plete with curly wigs, ballet tickets in advance at a saving of
.ireases and stick horses.
331,h percent. Persons may obA complete innovation, in the tain choice $5.00 seats for the
method of producing community three nights for $10.00, or better
entertainment is achieved in $2.50 seats for each of the three
"Laff-O-Rama" by the use of a nights for $5.00, and . the $2.00
professionally recorded musical eats for the three nights far
Mosso 18 ,:core, with singing, reading and $4.00. Students may purchase
aloud St
and sound effects produced by their tickets in advance through I
Folsom. Ky.
bands and choral groups in au- their schools or athletic director
at three for $1.50. These pur•
•
chases may be made by mail
orders from either the Armory,
5:'S West Walnut Street, or the
JRANNUTTS PURCELL Is. member of
Courier Journal and Louisville
the American business Woollen's Association and her local
Times Service Bureau, Sixth and
and state bar associations She was formerly legislative
Broadway, both in
thauman of t'ef spate chapter of the business ond ProfesABLE TO THE OLYMFICrnm
sional Women's Club, and head of herr local chapter.
Ky. Make checks payable to the
Jaranners• was a delegate to the Senate Fore.gn Relations
OLYMPIC FUND.
Sub-cornmitt•• hearing on the United Nations.

TELEPHONE FOLKS

Come In And See Our New

Coleman

Super Performance

GAS FLOOR FURNACE

BURROW

BURROW, CANNON

HORNBEAK

"Worm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms

T.

PHONE 1

GRIMM

Co

('ool-headed View
A friend called upon a guest
at 'a hotel, knocked, and asked
him to open the door.
"Can't."
"Why not?"
"Door's locked."
"Well, unlock it".
"Can't—have no key."
"Great Scot, man, what will
you do if there's a fire?"
"Can't go."
thentic circus fashion.
A trained co-ordinator will
arrive approximately two weeks
prior to the presentaton of the
Circus. She will work with the
South Fulton Booster Club on
synchronizing the phases of the
entertainment in which residents of the community participate. It is understood that
"Latit-O-Rama" has been successful nationwide and locally
it promises to be one of the entertainment highlights of the
season when it is presented here
on March 23 and 24.

EVEN IF
your Uncle George

Meet the girl who

le you $5,000,000...

minds her company's
manners... -••
Meet Jeannette Purcell, one of our service representatives whose friendly smile always greets you
in Southern Bell's Business Office. Whose helpful
attitude you always feel. Whose quick efficiency
you always expect.
Like Jeannette, your service representative is
especially trained to "mind her company's manners" in every personal or telephone contact. And
she's on her phone a hundred times a day, answering questions, taking new listings, arranging for
service — helping you in every way she can.
She's only one of some 65,000 Southern Bell
people working behind the lines to give you the
kind of service you want and need, 24 hours a day.

® Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
•

:
ks
-domejoin Buic'

:
•

.Fact.

CS

THRILIA-11111111TECMS
Hue's the why of it:
- There's so much excitement at the wheel of a VI Buick.
inishad to do something to accommodate all the,folks
who want to get in on it.
So we set up a little Club to handle matters—eV it's
for fun and for free.
All you do to join is drive a new Buick—that makes you
a member. And all you do to drive this beauty it sit.
From that point on it's pure thrill all the way.
Because then you'll feel the sheer bliss of cradled travel
in the best riding Buick yet built—and of a wonderful
handling ease in the car with the truest sense of direction yet,
Because then you'll tingle with the flash-fast power
response that's yours from Buick's big 322-cubic-inch
V8 engine—where horsepowers and compression ratios
hit lofty new peaks, and road command hits a soaring
new level ...
Because then—and only then—will you feel the absolute
smoothness and the electrifying action of today's new

Variable Pitch Dynaflow*—where the first inch ot pedal
travel does new wonders for getaway and cruising and
gas mileage—and where flooring the pedal switches the
pitch for the most spectacular safety-surge in America
today.
So if you want some fun and fast action if you
want to see what it's like to call signals on the most
performance-packed automobile in all Buick history —
come join our Thrill-A-Minute Club.
As we said, there's nothing else to do for membership
except drive a new Buick. And, as well gladly show
you, there's nothing to match this beauty as a bedrock
buy—for we're making the best deals ever on the best
Buick yet.
Drop in on us today or tomorrow—press that pedal—
and let the thrills fall where they will.
*New Advanced Variable Pitch Dynaflow is the only Dynallow
Buick builds today. It is standard on Roadmaster, Super and
Century—optional at modest extra cost on the Special.
WHEW BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

•

You couldn't buy finer
whiskey than

Cream of
Kentucky!
RENTUCIrrS MIST W1113ILEY—A BLEND
RS PROOF. Me CRAIN NEUTRAL MINT&
SOIENLEY DST., NIC, FRAMIFOIL KY.

BEIT5UICIlIT:. . *

;E

ACME giLEASCH:V

.

••••................

AT A NEW LOW IWO — 4-14•••• Comfort le yew mow BOA with WINNOILWE CONOITIONHVO

WO

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.
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ch 8, 1956 * Methodis Program
(Continued from page one)
Hearing Planned
Rev. James H Holmes of Jack •
• Middle Road News
son will teach Course Two,
On Insurance
Mrs. Jeff Harrison • "The Methodist Youth Fellow''
,hip. Mr. Holmes is the MemTo Tighten Rules
phis Conference Director of
Mrs. Coleman Evans
-•••••0111

gave a
A hearing to determine the Stanley party Thursday -after- Youth Work, and in thisimpaeity works with youth groups
advisability of adoption of rules noon.
We want to congratulate Mae in Methodist churches all over
governing accident, health, and
sickness insurance advertising Williams and James Black who the Memphis Conference.
Course Three is for all memwill be held here Thursday, were married Saturday. We
March 8, it was. announced by wish them many happy years bers of the church. It is entitled.
"The Teachings of Jesue,"- and
Commissioner of Insurance Cad together.
will be taught by Dr. Robert E.
Mrs. Luben
B. Thurman.
Grissom
and Bergmark
. Dr. Bergmark teaeis-Representatives of insurance children visited Thursday With es
this course in the Departcompanies in the state are in- Mrs. Coleman' Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. George Black ment of Bible of Millsaps Colvited tel attend and express their
lege in Jackson, Miss.
opinion en the new regulation. 'and Telitha visited Saturday
and
Sund
ay
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
"Purpose of the regulation is
* $500,000 Bond
to insure that the insurance- F. A. Black and family.
Mr.
(Continued from page onel
and
Mrs.
Robe
rt
Harrison
buying public is not deceived or
misled .by advertisements," said and Linda and Mr. and Mrs. produce prompt payment of
James R. Harrison visited Sun- the interest
Thurman.'
on the bonds and
More than 30 states have day with Mr. and Mrs. Jeff also to create a sinking fund for
Harri
son.
the retirement of the bonds
adopted similar regulations folwhen they come due.
lowing their recommendation at
Caterer
Steadily growing, with many
a recent meeting of the National
Almo
st any man is willing to civic improvements
Association of Insurance Comcater
to the whims of a sylphish in the past sever added withmissioners
al years, the
woman.
Council feels-that it is time to
make a hid for industry and to
have facilities ready if and
•
when a suitable industry selects
the city as a location.
Date of the special election
has not been set. City Attorney
Charles Fields is preparing necessary papers to give authorization to the city- to present the
bond rssue to-the voters in a
special election.

LETTERS TO'
THE EDITOR
February 29. 1956
Fulton County News
Fulton, K).
Dearr E
.deiatorrs
)

The Bradley Trio, Sandra,. Kenneth
and Dwig
Bradley are regular performers on WFUL's Gospht
el
Hymn Time. Sister Sandra plays for the trio
as ac-

companist.

I have been vollin!
teer eii,ordinator._ of projects
beneficial to patients at Western
S t a fe Hospital. llopkinsville,
,Ky. These patients are admitted
to this hospital from various
ountit'S of the western section
.1 K,'uieUCY
In an effort to meet the .need
of these patients, a clothing
:hop has been, provided for
them. The present-s stock of
.lothing of all kinds has been
lonated by the good people at
Fort ,Campbell and Hopk.
in.•
Patient: who arc without
funds and who receive no

clothing from home
come t.)
this shop and make selmt
ion.
It is proving wonderful
theral•Y
for thee patients.
I am appealing for
guile
clothing to meet the
and needs of these patiedemand,
nts Any
wearing apparel for
men Or
women would be most
welco
It A :mitt be a worthwhile me.
pro
ject for individuals, churc
hes oi
civic organizations
of yool
community. Boxes of
may be sent to me, C/O cloth.ng
Western
Hospital. Hopkinssille. Ky,
'
Enclosed is a newspaper
clipping taken from the
tiopk
ville New Era which descr in
ilthis undertaking. I
certain!)
will appreciate you
publishing
this letter in your paper
hope the people of your and 1
Triunity will respond to thiscoila;,
real.
Gratefully,
Mrs. Howard Robertson,
Volunteer Co-ordinator
Western State Hospital
Hopkinsville. Ky.
(Ste Editorial)
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Deadline For Division
Of Farms Is April 1st
S. -E.. Holly, office manager
for Fulton County ASC , Committee, has announced that April
Commercial Ave
Phone 401
1st will be the final date for
Molie Wiley, Patricia Legg enjoy sing
making an application for
a
a",‘""0
accompanist Mrs. Hemphill enjoys playing and the:r
1 ",
‘
4 combination or division of
ing for thcin.
farms under the ASC progr
They too have appeared on Gospel
am_.
Hymn Time.
Any farmer who has purchased an addition or sold any * Gospel Time
part of his land that -wou
(Continued ..>n race one
ld
shall pa;; t,. (nigh
RCA Victor Neesdllinisr 21."All-Clear"
change his farming operation to "Gtspel Hymn Time"
th:.
world but once
Siveeorna picture tube- 261 sq. inches of
for 1958 should notify' the
Today, the program is o on,
Any good. therq.i.e.
county ASC office immediately talent from 42 churc
viewable picture! New "Hidden Pored"
it I
hes, sur- can do
so that proper acreage allot- rounding Fulton from
Tuning lets you dial deriding vet New
the
two
Or
any
kindn
e::
that I can
ments and cost share could
Balanced Fidulity Sound. Ebony Ankh.
be states of Kentucky
Conveniently located on East
properly recorded for the 1958 see, covering Fulto and Tennes- show
060k
0 of two high style stands, optional.
n and HickState Lime
To
any
human 1 ent
program year._
Counties of -Kentucky an
*Agra. Model 21 T6082.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
me do it now. Let me
Forms are available at the Obion and Weakley
Counties of
Not defer it
neteet it for
ASC office for making this
Now re-opened and under the
re- Tennessee. There are fourteen
I shall n t rass this way
management of "PETE" quest.
grou
ps
of
senio
r
singe
rs
an-1
Peterson. You'll like our superior
again.
twelve groups of junior singers.
cleaning,—We'll apIt's A Boy!
preciate your business !
- - A Quaker Prayer
On _Feb. 26, 1956, Lou WrithCongratulations Mr. and Mrs er, General Manager of
306 Main Street
WFU
L,
Phone
A. L Smith of Union City on added thirty minutes
more
to
Buy
Easte
r
Seals
PHONE •906
the birth of a son, born Marc the program, maki
"PETE PETERSON, MGR. 5,
sIIIII•1111M11111■11011erzifrita.--tasirs,
h
ng ninets
at the Fulton Hospital. Wil- minutes in the "Gos
pel Hymn
liam Howard weighed seven Time" Because of tie
%/WW\d""e‘ON/N
nt:ed tsr
ON" pounds, four ounces.
dl the talent and the popularity
of the program with the listen
..
ers of WFUL, last- Sunday,
March 4. 1956, the program ce.lebrated its eightieth consecutiv
e
broadcast. I
There are seventeen business
establishments sponsoring the
program from Sunday to Sunday. Conducting the program
are:, Bro. J. 'Wesley- Richardson.
Dircbtor; Mrs. J. Wesley RichMoulton Gambill, Owner
ardaon, Secretary: Mrs. Mary
Jo
Byassee,
Associate
Director:1
Located on 45-E, 11
Bro.
Ceell Thomas, Associate I
/
4 miles out of Fulton on Marian Highwa
y
Director

11.

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

CLEANERS

LAST If
at South
to the at
in June.
Peeples,
leader;

"FOR A-1 WANING"

Gordan '
thRi day.

ROPER TV SERVICE

VAN CAMP TUNA — — — — 2 FOR 49C
)SALTINE
*V!

Apple-strawberry-grape

25C

JELLY

12-oz jar

—

3 FOR 69C

MAXWELL HOUSE 1-LB BAG REG
ULAR OR DRIP

COFFIEE with $3.00 order 89c
LOQK ! BUSH'S No. 300 size can
Great. Northern Beans
Pinto beans
Mustard greens
Navy beans
Kidney beans
Chopped krout

1-2 GALLON

PURE MILK

I

I1

C

Oc

BOLOGNA REELFOOT
THREE POUNDS FOR — $1.00
PICNICS
REELFOOT
6 TO 8 LB AVERAGE LB — 25(
BACON REELFOOT OR MAYROSE TRAY PACK GRADE A LB 39C
BAR-B-0 HICKORY SMOKED BY THE POUND — — LB $1.
25
PRICES GOOD THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
WE WILL GIVE EVERYBODY A FRE
E PRIZE THAT BRINGS THIS
AD in and points out the mis-spelled
words in it!

The fotl
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Mr: W. 0
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ht
irs4
.44.
Fulton; Mr
liatiy. Watt
Haws M
I.aeey. M
Mr
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C MAKRET

HUMKO 3-11). can 79c

HOSP
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Wookis an
tell. all of
leen-, Bra

Dresden, Fulton,
Greenfield On Gospel
Hymn Time Sunday
Next S nday afternoon.
March 11. 2 to 2:30 on the
Gospel-Hymn Time program,
the • Sextette from the Glee
Clubs of Fulton and South Fit]ton Hieh tt*hools will he the
guest singtrs Mr. A. R. Roman,
is music director.
On the next part of the pro.,
gram.'2:30 to 3, the talent will
be furnished by the First Methodist Church of Dresden. Tenn.;
from their M. Y. F. department. I
Mrs.' Sue Pritchett and Mrs. T.
F. Moore will be in charge of
_
the group from Dresden.
The last thirty minutes, 3 to
3:30, thri—lield_..Quartetta
wiTFbe featured, also appearing
with the junior Thomas Trio of
Martin, Tenn. The Greentiold
Quartette is a mixed grou
p, the
two ladies that sing were form
erly the Rhythmettes Quartette that was on WFUL for
s,weral months.
You are invited personally by
Bro. J. Wesley Richardson, director, to be his guest for the
90 minutes of the Gospel Hymn
Time by having your radio
tuned to 1270 (WFUL) or by
visiting in the studio at the
radio station.

* Noteboof
(ConUnuea from Pair
Me,
of people never: get much done
until somebody makes 'em mad.
So get mad, if you want to
young lady, but get to work
in
the Junior Woman's Club while
you're shaking your fist at me.
-

RUPTURE
ITS HERE
The-Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD"•OrTIINS

No Belts — No --Straps —
No (Mors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

itt
Stone. Urn

Mi.n.

III

lia.,e1
Su
lio,t)ri
N rts mo,ri
Mr

J

Terry Frit

17.2 Cubic Foot DeLuxe

10.2 Cu. Ft.
1956 QUICKFREZ

1956 bEN HUR

REFRIGERATOR
$189.95

HOME FREEZER
298.50

2-TON DeLUXE 1956 COOLERAT
OR
AIR CONDITIONER . . . . . $909.95
L4
1-TON 1956 COOLERATOR
AIR CONDITIONER . .

. . $229695

— — These Prices May
Never Be Repeated —
—

Wade Furn. Co.
"TRADE with WADE
and SAVE"
112 LAKE STREET

FUL TON, KY.

PRONE 103
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BANGKOK, THAILAND - - Corporal Bennett As regularly
Army Cpl. Marvin A. Bennett, stationed in Japan as a squad
22, son of Mrs. Alvina Bennett,!leader in Company F of the
La Grande, Ore., recently jump- combat team. Bennett entered
ed in Bangkok, Thailand with .the Army in 1950,
units of the 508th Airborne Reg- I His wife, Wanda, lives on
imental Combat Teem as part of Route 4, Hickman, Ky.
a joint SEATO exercise.
the
Thailand,
Philippines,
Australia and Britain joined
7,000 U. S. participants- in the
Yesteryear a woman went to
land, sea and air maneuver, the her doctor to see if she could
first held by South East Asia have 'children. Today she goes
Treaty Organization forces.
to the landlord.

ke selectior
ecru( therai.
),
for -more
the demand;
patients. Anv
for men Or
lost weleotra,
thwhile pe,
churches
of you •
of clothal,!
C/0 We-sten i
le,.Ky. 4
spaper (lip
he Hopkins
h describe
I certain).,
pUbljshtn
paper and I
your coo.
ter this ap.

BRITISH CONSUL HERE: J. P. Duffy, (c titer) British Consul stationed in St. Louis,
addressed t h. Fulton Rotary Club Tuesda ,41 :wile of the aspects of International
situation as k wed from his country's Oa n
nt. Duffy is touring Clubs and schools
in this area this week as the guest of R. B. I. ,n of the Mayfield Rotary Club (left,
above) who a companied- him to Fulton
(lay. Eddie Moore (right) a senior at
Fulton High who has been chosen to atten d the Rotary International Affairs Institute
at Cincinnati this weekend, was also a ripe ,•ia: glues of the Club Tuesday. Following
Rotary app,.araince, Duffy Spoke to Fulto
students. •
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Mrs. R. V. Putman, Jr.; March
12: Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Sr.;
March 13: Michael Homra, Mrs.
Allen Jonea, Mrs. Sallie Cavender, Mrs. S. B. Estes; March 14:
Ella Do‘le, Shirley Jackson and
Brady Williamson.

Happy Birthday: March 8:
Warren C. Graham, Mrs. John
Cavender, Mrs. Harvey Maddox;
March 9: Charles Sevier, Carbi:
lene Bolin, Don Sensing, Jimmy
Allen, Mr. G. G. Bard, Gus
Farmer; March 101-E. M. Baker,
It is disgraceful to stumble
Burt Grenell, Nancy Holland; against the same stone twice.—
March 11: Lillian Cook Cate, Greek proverb.

bore&A/la/ow,more lebtett moreOfraang at ASP!
When It comes to saving money on food, everybody's from Missouri ... THEY
HAVE TO BE SHOWN! For more than 96 years, we've been showing millions
of homemakers the sure AtsP-way to steady economy in the vital area of food
spending! Naturally, we don't pretend to have the lowest prices on all items all
the time, but AesP does have more low prices on more items, more days a aeekt
There's no better way to cut total food bills! Corns s4os ... you'll save!

to --n ):47
A'
Boys I •1 Itr

YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN "Super Right" Ouality• MEATS

LAST YEAR FOR THIS GROUP: At special ;,--embly
at South Fulton this past Friday, recognition wa.s given
to the seniors (above) who are ending athletic careers
in June. (Front row, I to r:) Nona Netherland, Nancy
Peeples, girls' basketball team, and Sue Palmer, cheerleader; (back row, I to r:) James; Barham, (Mgr.),
lame* Wilbaucks, Am—Vowel!, Bobby Itviii,—(114gr.),
Gordan Wad.. Nina Thomas, cheerleader, was absent
thift day.
Ph pa

.1(c.

nued from nate one)
WFUL ar i all'tl ilg as
3ki an for a group :hat
ear ided the c nusaign
nd
The following were patients
I
tlec
the funds-. Presentsiii lei; local hospitals Wedries4 made before the entire
,s •
da,.
Ring_
-- !Indent -body and the set was
Jones Hospital: Mrs. A. J. in:tallest that day and opera:in;
(;.irdnor, Eva
Mae Roberts, by the time Phipp4 came home
Mrs W. 0. Locke, Sam Hibbs, f:om school
Mrs Harry Lippert and baby
The 21-Inch set, a Zenith table
and Mrs. Billy Logan. all of model on a swivel base, was
Fulton: Mrs. Olen Puckett and purrhasid, from and installed by
baby, Water Valley.
the Roper TV Service In Fulton
In addition to the $313 70
flaws Memorial. Mrs.-Annie
Lacey, Mn. Milton Counce, acknowledged last week. conllorn,•r Zopf, Mis. R. L. tributions of $1.00 from Robert
411. good. J. D. Avery, Mrs. aria Christine Batts of Fulton
'Bei the Wood, Mrs
L
D. ind $3.00 from Mrs Lorene M.
Jim Mayes. Mrs James Godfteg of 1.:exington,' Ky.,
• Woods and ?Nis Geneva Ter- wet', received too late for pua:cl). all of Fulton; Mrs. Bottle lication.
Money in excess of the purMettle Mayfield; L. C.
Bradford; Mrs. William ..hare price of the TV set has
Pukedom. Rt. 1; J. F. eeen turned over to. the South
Leey, Itt: 2, Fulton, Mrs. Sam Fulton Booster -Club to be
Stone. Union City. Mrs Eine.'t used to help defray costs of- ts
basketball banquet for the team
2. Water Valley.
Fu i ton Hospital: Hershel that will,aie•given soon.
C.e.hon, Clarence Bugg. Mrs.
Freddie • An eight.'-' year - old boy,
.1
ci Suggs, Mrs
,
:Ind baby, Abe Jolley, visiting a neighbor, was asking
.t•hete wet,.
I
'‘.1 SL-11rele, Gary McBride,
1%:i • J E. Fall.. Sr. Bobby in his family.
-Nine." he anseered
aviliks, Mis. Jose-Taylor. 'I:1The neighbor observed that so
%in Grimes, B. B. Stevenson,
Terry Fields, Mrs, Mike Fry. na.ne children must cost a lot
.
. _ .
D. Fred- •Worth.. Mrs.- of money:„Oh. no." the child leplied,
Ilaidin and Mrs. Lusian
we raise
l'revner, all of Fulton; Luther "f47. don't buy -them
Water .-:-Valley; Will there."
•
King. Rt. 5, Fulton: -Crus Brow(km. Rt. I, Fulton; Harold Joole,
Jr Clinton, Betty Jean WOliam
Dukedom: Elaine Bone,
• Wg
ino,
'Jones. Paducah;
C IC •;
U a.,
Mrs Ernest Haindman, Clinton;
Mr, John Bellew, Hickman;
Mr- Howard Hooper and baby,
Clinton; Mrs. A. L. Smith and
baby. Union City; Mrs. Sam
Sullivan, Hickman; Mrs. W. B.
Thompson, Rt 4, Fulton.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Itie

Airman Third Class Thomas
W. Clapp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton' Clapp of 424 Angular
Street, Clinton, Kentucky, has
been tranefered to the 3530th
Pilot Training Wing at Bryan
Air Force Base, Texas. Hc has
been assigned to the 3531st periodic makitenancec squadron as
a jet mechanic. The mission of
Bryon Air Base is to train pilots
in single engine aircraft. This
base, the oldest jet training base
in Texas is located 90 miles
northwest of Houston.
Army 1st Lt. Delbert J. Hammock, 29, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. It. Hammock. Route 4, Hickman. Ky., recently was named
as persorineT eta iaminsitrative
officer in the 1st Battalion of
the 1st Infantry Division's 18th
Regiment at Fort Riley, Kansas.
The "Big Red One" division
returned to the U. S. in October
1955 after 13 year overseas.
Lieutenant Hammock, w h o
was the commanding officer in
Company B of the 1st Battalion
before his present assigntnent,
has been in the Army since 1944.
Among his decorations are the
Combat Infantryman Badge
and the UN and Korean Service
Medals.
--D. Blincoe,
Pvt Kenneth
whose wife; Yvonnte, lives at
1210 •Holly St., Hickman, Ky.,
took part in a field demonstration of mass atomic casualty
treatment at Fort Sam Houston,
Tex., - March 2.
The damonstration was held
by the Army Medical Service
School for high ranking Army
and civilian medical and administrative officers. It illustrated
how trained medical Army personnel would sort patients according to wounds and evacuate them for further medical
care, in the event of an atomic
attack, Blincoe entered the Army in
October 1955 and completed
basic training at Fort Leonard
_
Wood, M9.
The 21 - year - old soldier,
son of Mr. and 'Mrs. John D.
Blincoe, Route 1, is a 1952
Hickman High
graduate of
School. He was graduated from
Bethel College in 1955.

CAP'N JOHN

Fried Fish Sticks'`;„°: 262

SausagePOPULAR
Pork
Veal

Roast 1::::
',Dc
Er

Veal

Chops (

Veal Cutlets

)

CZ/MIM

Turkeys °
B
I
Z=

10t

Poe* & ham iiti%vAma mapumbeft.
100
%sato Soap aim pain
.4MT-390
Nlbkh COnl undue raffia
lat 150
Fruit Cocktail numilia Jinr.......~-411=sr°
&eon Boas: 0=T
*=*
Orange kW ah.. .2ZgliatalariA.
FP
dexola
Nabisco
Sunshine

Belle Meade

C

tr
.
0
1t
i

Ritz

P°

211 III

DOU&.E YOUR MONEY BACK GUA

affe.:53
0

SWISS

5HAP

Cookies

Vt

Townhouse Crackers _—

Par 350

390
35$

-

,Sivititrook Butter

MK

0.7.7.iry

Cbooklor Choose

Peter Pon Pomo Butter _vital" 39'
Bollard's Bisalits

Outstanding Value That We Were Able
To Offer You Last Year

P.14111.
PKGS. Ili :Ct

Parkay Oleomargarine

30°

The Famous Wizard

You Can Store Over 14 of A Ton Of Food - - And
Juse Look At These Prices

15-ft.-1956 Model only — — — — $269-95
20-ft-1956 Model at only — — — — $319.95

31' GMT 750

Take Advantage Of This Outstanding
Value Today At - -

Dreft Detergent _
Home-Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan
Lake Street

moron").
rata. or mice

Crackers

Hyilrox

Wawa Oil

OrangeS

Fulton

3o"gr 724

SHEDD a
LADY BETTY

SHEDD'S OLD STYLE SAUCE

le-OZ.
JAR 290

',V, 750

•
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PIERCE STATION
Doris Pittman spent Thursday
night with Miss Glenda Sue
Herndon.
Sunday night dinner guests
in the home of Mr. and -Mrs.
William Pittman were Mr. and
Mrs. Denton Pittman and daughter, Deneese.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
spent Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. Rubin Inman, and Mr.
Inman and boys of Fulgham.
Mrs. Pearl Gwyn spent Wednesday and Wednesday night
with her sister, Mrs. Ed Benedict, of Clinton, Ky.
Sunday dinner guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Webb were Mr. and Mrs. Duane
and
children. Duane
Webb
Charles Young, all of Union
City, Tenn. and Mrs. Stella
Webb of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Latta,
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta and
son, Wayne, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Van Latta and family
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mri. Roy Howell
complimented her niece, Mrs.
Henry Phillips, with a surprise
birthday dinner Sunday. Others
present were Mr. Henry Phillips and children, Mr. and Mrs.
James Russell of Clinton, Ky.,
and Mr. and MM. Clifford Wilson of Clinton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
visited Mrs. Alice Walker Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pharis
were Sunday dinner guests in
the home of her sister, Mrs.
John Howell and Mr. Howell. In
the afternoon they all attended
the singing at the Baptist
Church in Crutchfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roper spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wit:-

Joyce Taylor •

FULTON ROUTE ONE
NEWS
• Pleasant View News •DUKEDOMCummings
Mrs. 0. G. Clark
•
Mrs. Bonnie

Mrs George Elliott •

(T)o late for last week)
Quite a few are taking adpi ogressiag nicely on
and
is
days
delivered
the
Work
glad
to
see
are
the
sunwarm
Wall
We
these
Brother
and -Mrs. Odell Sills and
vantage
Mr.
of
• Mrs. Elmer Walston
shine after the snow last week. are planting gardens. Spring morning and evening service at the house pf Mr. and _Mrs. Nor- children, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
man Harris, wilco, they are Gardener and Lana and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor seems to be just around the Pleasant View Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hite and
called in the home of Mrs. corner. (We hope)
Mdrs. Glen Clement was car- adding more rooms. There pre- and - Mrs. Pat Patrick visited
undergoing re- Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson
daughter, Joyce, of Wickliff,
Pearl Cooley Thursday.
Little Miss Janice Mayhall is ried to the Baptist Hospital in sent building is
Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Lelon Hite of
Sunday visitors of Mr. W. L. able to return to school after Memphis Saturday. She is very modeling and when completed last Sunday.
La Center, 'Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Rowland and Allie were Mr. several slays spent in Haws sick and expeets to undergo will add much to the appearance
Jimmie Wilkerson was out of
Willis Vaughn and :daughter,
and Mrs. Norman Puckett of, Clinic.
surgery. We wish for her a and More convenience to the school last week with the measKay, of Columbus, Ky., Mr.
Harris family.
Lone Oak, Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
les.
Mr and Mrs. John Smith and speedy recovery.
Jean Hite and son, Steve, of
Rowland Of Lynn Grove, Mr.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Peerg':- is doing
there
afternoon
Sunday
Monday
Next
Mrs.
spent
Bud,
Stem
Detroit, Mich. were visitors last
and Mrs. Euwin Rowland, Luwill be an ordination service at nicely at her home where she Mrs. 0. D. Cook were Mr and
in
Paducah.
Sunday in the home of Mr. and
dora and Mariellen and Mr.
injuries Mrs. H. W. Cook- from Chicago,
Miss Jane Lowe is out of Pleasant View. The purpose of is convalescing from
Mrs. Jake Holt.
and Mrs. Berry • Scott of Paduthis service is to ordain Brother sustained in a car wreck sev- MY. and Mrs. Joe Cook and
school on account of illness.
cah.
Mr. Larry McGuire, Don Pereral weeks ago. She hopes to family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe SellMr. Leslie Cape went to Robert Wall to the ministry.
Mr. J. E. Finley returned
kins and Orvin Farmer, all
soon have the cast removed ers, Ann Sellers and son, Tony,
Monday for a check
Memphis
patient
was
a
Alton
-Simpson
from Detroit Friday• night after
was Pr. and Mrs. Alford Vaughn and
from Scott Air Base, Bellville,
is that he is doing in the Obion County 'Hospital from her wrist, which
up.
Report
spending a couple of weeks
Ill., spent the week-end with
time.
the
family and Billy Underwood.
at
broken
very
well.
-returned
all last week but has
with his son, Doyle, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pittman
Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Cook
Michael.. small son of Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McDaniel home and is doing fairly well.
and daughter, Annette.
He's feeling better than he did
Mrs. Raymond Cherry, suffered visited their parents last week,
spent the week-end in Fulton
Milan
Mrs.
Marion
Mr.
and
when
he went.
a limb while playing Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and
Mr. and Mrs. Lockie Clark of
with their children.
and Mrs. Bethel Calhoum spent injuries to
Mrs. Harry Yates is not feelMayfield, Ky., and Mr. Charles
Mrs. C. E Lowe spent Sun- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jas- -with_a_toy tractor. The lad had Mr and Mrs 0. D. Cook
ing much better.
C:tice
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Clark of Detroit, Mich., spent
to be laid up on a flat surface
Mr. nand Mrs. Jones Glover day with Mrs. Myrtle Orleans. per Elliott. Sunday evening with Mr. and
until the injury heals. We wish and family visited with Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Raymond
Benjamin
Todd
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and son visited her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Jim Ashley.
Mrs. 0. G. Clark Sunday afterand son, Don, of Nashville are of Alabama were supper guests him a most speedy recovery.
and
Mrs. Willie Crittenden.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta and
A pre-nuptial miscellaneous noonvisiting relatives here for a few of Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Morrison
Saturday night and Sunday.
Eugene Lasson, Wayne, visited Mr. and
Mary Clark, is out of school
days.
Monday night. Mrs. Todd is the show*r was given
Saturday night supper guests
Mrs. Edward Latta and family
siter and Nancy Bowlin at the this week with the measles.
Mrs.
Pearl Brice of Hickman former Jackie Henderson.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mitthews is visiting
Ili/genes' parents, Mr.' Bettie Clark is out of school
in Clinton, Ky. Saturday night.
her sister, Mrs. Leslie
The W. M. U. of Pleasant home of
and Larry were Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Annette Pittman and Miss
Buton Lassiter the today sick.
Mrs.
•and
Cape and Mr. Cape.
View met Thursday night in the
Carl Kendall of Fulton and Bro.
past Saturday afternoon. NuThomas.
A
home
of
Maurine
and Mrs. Thos. Smithrnier and
attractive the
(Too late for last week)
hostesses
Eugene
and
good meeting was held with the merous lovely and
children of Mayfield.
Rev. Bob Dotson filled his program being taken from the gifts flowered from under a Nancy express their gratitude
Euwin Rowland visited home regular
bride-toThe
umbrella.
colorTul
4th Sunday evening en- Royal Service with each memto those who brought and sent
folks lover the week-end. He ex- gagement
at Chapel.Hill-A good ber having a part. After the be was attired in a rose faille presents.
THE MAYTKr
pects to come home. to stay the crowd attended.
wardfrom
her
spring
dress
program delicious refreshment*
first of April.
AUTOMATIC
Little Miss Janice Mayhall were served to the following . robe, 'tut along flared lines and
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire has been on
the siok list the Margaret Holt, Sara Wall, Mag- scattered rhinestones ,trimmed
WASHER
attend preaching services at past
week.
daline Jackson, Fannie Lou El- the low cut neck
Walnut Grove Sunday and were
Mrs. Sam Mathis, assited by
Mr. and Mrs Bob Demyer are liott, Madge McNate Lucille
the
dinner
guests
of their better, after being sick with
W. Bynum, were'
11•• reerotI
Mrs. J
Milton
and
Mrs.
Maud
Jones.
daughter, Mrs. Louis Jones and colds for several
Maytag lanas
hostesses to the shower and
days.
Mrs.
Jewell
Ross
and
Harold
Mr. JOnes.
Low down csymentI''''wk 1116`
Report from Bud Ramsey, Lee are enjoying a new TV set. also conducted games for inter
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crit- who is a
New and used machines
and Easy Terms
patient in the Obion
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Moore have tairunent.
tenden and girls spent Friday County
Nancy was seated in the
For sales, service and re
Hospital, is that he is moved to the Cunningham farm.
night in Paducah as guests of some
BENNETT ELECTRIC
improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nanney center of the room for opening
pairs, *ape or call:
his sister and family, Mr. and
Mrs Leonard Adams and Mrs. had as guests over the week- of her gifts. Those present ad217 Main
'VOSS
Mrs. Raymond Wallace and Lila Mai Adams
of near Martin, end of February 26, John Tison, mire her collection.
Gary.
Refreshments were served 13)
spent last Tuesday with Mr. and from Paris, France, Delphin
Bro. and Mrs. Porter and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Querolgico _from LLIZOrty Philchildren were the dinner guests
Phone 1048-R, Fulton, Hy
Mr and Mrs Robert li;igers lippine Islands. These boys meeting Mcinday night at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson. and family
spent Sunday in came home
with
Grove church.
Ambrosio
Mack's
Mesdames -Pearl Carr and Hickman with Mrs.
Across From The
Lake Street Est
Rogers par- Balandrina, a Filipino boy who
Ruby Casey are home from the ents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. R. Castle- has lived with Mr. and Mrs.
All Favorite Brands hospital where they were pa- man.
Coca-Cola Plant
Nanney for the past six years.
tients for a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Edward; All of these boys are students
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor of Gibbs. Tenn.,
were*Sunday at the University of Tennessee
called on W. L. Rowland and afternoon guests
of Mr. and at Knoxville. John Tison of
Allie on Tuesday of last week. Mrs. Johum Conner.
Prance is 20 and a freshman
Mrs. Pauline -Carr was also a
Harmon Pierce, who is a st.1- studying journalism. Delphin,
visitor.
dent at Murray spent the week- 30, with a family of five childMr. and Mrs. Billie Herndon end here with his
mother, Mrs. ren is head of Public Schools in
of Mayfield visited her parents, Christine Pierce.
the Phillippines. He and AmMr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks, La- . Mrs. Bed Stem
and Mrs. brosio are room mates at KnoxDonna and Tim, Sunday.
Billie Stem of Fulton spent ville. Mr. and Mrs. Nanney inMrs. James Ellegood
and Monday in Paducah.
forms us they thorouighly enboys, James Boyce and Tremon • Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Speed of joyed every minute that the
Dale of Arlington, visited ia near Fulton visited
with their boys spent with them and bethis vicinity Sunday afternoon. daughter, Mrs.
James McDaniel lieve the boys enjoyed them as
and family Sunday evening.
much.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Mayhall
Mrs. Charles Bowen isn't so
and Vicky of near Fulton, Aind well at this 'Writing. She is cut
I• HOCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen • Mr. and Mrs. D. I, Mayhall of tering from a gall bladder atChicago enjoyed a fish- supper tack.
SEE
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert MayArlin Barber isn't so well. It,
Mrs. John McClanahan visited
IT HERE
ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.
hall Satarday night.
is still under the care of a docMrs. Nora Copelen Wednesday
Mrs. C. E. LoWe. little David tor.
—Sold on Very Easy Terms—
afternoon.
Long. and Mrs. Bill Truman of
On Friday night the boys and
Thomas Earl Hicks spent FriFulton visited' relatives in Mar- girls of Wetch will be host to
day night with Bobby Elliott.
tin and Dresden Sunday after- the South Fulton ball team. —
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders
No. I Lake St.
No. 2 Highlands
noon.
The'Spring revival at Pleaspent
a
while
Friday
night
with
Teleplione 185
Phone
9183
303 Walnut Street
Phone 9161
Emmett
sant
Rice of Route 2 is
View will begin the fourth
Mr and Mrs Herman Elliott
zlowJy unpreivuee at his home, Sunday in March.
----24 HOUR ROAD"SERVla — WE NEVER CLOSE
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Conner
but will have to remain in bed
Several from the church atand children, Mr. and Mrs. Wilseveral
weeks.
tended the executive board
liam Conner spent the weekend with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Conner.
GET THAT
Mrs. Lucy Turner visited her • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey FrIelds •
daughter, Mrs. John McClanahan Thursday.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Mathis has reMrs. Pat Snow and Mrs. Ella turned home from
Mayfield
Veatch were Bobby Brown and Hospital where she has underRicky, Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd gone treatment from complicaand Roy, Mr. and Mrs. Lee tions that developed several
Snow and Glen Ray, Mr. and days ago. She is improved a
Mrs. Elmer Walston, Mr. and this. writing.
Mrs. John Sanders and KenMr. and Mrs. Cecil Davis and
When You Stop at Hotel Claridge
neth.
son, -Danny, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Meadows spent Wed- J. W. Bynum and daughter,
nesday night with Kenneth Gloria Ann, attended church
You'll see what we mean the moment you
Maxwell.
near Milan, a pastorate of Rev.
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
Martha Kay Copelen spent R. W. Campbell, who was a
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. former pastor of the New Salem
completely refurnjshed and air conditioned
Verne Byrd.
.Church near here. ----Mr„ and_ Mrs. A. E. Grew
Elizabeth Olive, small daughroom iv-in'contains a COmprimentary TV set!
were , Sunday visitors of Mr. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis,
andaffrs. Elm•ore Copelen a.
Wort trip, be sure you get that "At Home
is a victim of German measles.
R e v. Dempsey Henderson
----Away-from Home" feelng. .. stay at
filled his regular appointment
The I.'rd V-11 is the world's
at New Salem Baptist Church
ter Kim bro.
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
largem,elling eight! And itiliny
The sick in our comrnenity the lxist Sunday at 11 a. m. and
16 Ford Fairlane or: Station
the
evening
service.
are
some
better.
Lora
Fern
•tinnee Mader 14 Pm*
4144
• Popo 0~4414 P4,
Mr. and Mrs. Maso,
n CopelandHaynes is able to go back to
-Wain model, you can have
school. Her brother, James Wil- moved to Palmersville the past
the mighty Ford Thornierlard is also ill. The last report week, Osaving recently purbird V-8, as the standard
chased
a
grocery
store.
we had he is improving slowly.
They inMEMPHIS' MOST MODERN HOTEL
Mary Ann Eskew is also able vite the patronage of their
eight. It's the mosi ismermany friends.
to go back to school today.
ful engine offered in any
low-priced car, at DO ccIra cost. Try. a Ford V at your Ford Dealt t's
and see wI, the Fest!
V-11 outsold its two
nearest
competitors c
last year:

• NEW HOPE NEWS

He
trays
of t
New
frien
land,
Hugh
For
have
You
pleas
ville
The&
Loon
2 o'cl
Th4
Satur
with

SINGER SEWING 1
MACHINES
JOE FLY

PARKING!

Comfort costs so little with
FLOOR
FURNACfS

REG.28.9 ETHYL 30.9

41.1

A

PIPELINE

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

goo'

at

'rive
Socit
little
go 0
SO •
tij
Softie
to 1
strict

l

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

MINTY FREE

[Y

a

Ph

iNnin

°die& We06 a1€
iecaieve ee-oegaefo de,it

FEELING!

Hotel Claridge

4

•ALL SIZES ON
HAND
•IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

•WHY WAIT ORDER TODAY
WE GWE UNFI'ED TRADING STAMPS

SAWYER'S MARKET
234 East Fourth St.

FUITON

Phone 75

•BEST GRADES
CRY COAL CO
TELEPHONE

51

?lime aue,wet.— AMERICA'S WORTH

MORE CAR

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway
Fulton

Phone 42

BU
217 S.
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Colas to her guests.
The members playing were
Mrs. Wiley, Mrs. Bob McKnight,
Mrs. Edd Schmidt, Mrs. Pete
Byars,' Mrs. Marshall Stations,
Mrs. Harvey Hurd and Mrs.
Shupe, the hostess.

UTE ONE
Clark
last week)
dell Sills and
Mrs. Morris
na and Mr.
&trick visited
F. Wilkerson
n was out of
ith the meass of Mr. and
were Mr and
from Chicago.
Cook and
. Joe Sellnd son, Tony,
d Vaughn and
Underwood.
H. W. Cook
U last week,
. Clark and
. Cook.
Junior Cruce
with Mr. and
Sunday after-

and
Eugene
gratitude
etT
ght and sent

—Around Fulton—
The News writes social happenings about
your friends.

For some people, a trip is as
impersonal as the number on a
Social Security. card—it makes
little difference WHERE they
go or HOW they go—but NOT
so with our Fulton folk. There
r simply nothing like a trip
somewhere to treat ourselves
to some ATMOSPHERE. It's
strictly a FEELING.

Pearlee and Ann Holland will
visit overnight with Lillian
(Read) and Goldie Lewis in
Anchorage and Lot-me will stay
with her sister in Louisville.
Then, on Sunday they will join
theatre lovers from "all over"
and board the train—for New
York.
Their itinerary includes a
five day stay in that city of
Heading our SPOT NEWS in ALL cities where they will see
travel for the week comes word such plays as "No Time for
of the WONDERFUL trip to Sergeants," "A Hat Full of
New York that four of our Rain," "Pipe Dreams," "Janus"
friends aye taking. . . .Ann
and "Time Limit." They also exPearlee Hogan, Lorine pect to see some former FulHughes. and Mary La t t• tonians — Margaret and Ikey
For weeks and weeks these gals Read — who live in Tuckaho,
have been making their plans. N. Y., which is actually one of
You see, they are sharing the the %any suburbs of New York
pleasant economy of the Louis- City.kWe know that their trip
ville Courier-Journal New York wilLbe a TIME TO REMEMTheatre Train which leaves
Louisville Sunday afternoon at
4
2 o'clock.
But if you'd like to commisedrive
to
Louisville
They will
rate with a few of us who could
Saturday where Mary will stay be classed in the "budget, budwith her daughter, Ann — get—who's not on a budget"

awn =

( Leather and Sport Buttons
Excluded)
YES. if we return a man's

Time for a new pair of smart,
/,. Arica!, long wearing Busier
he world"
rid in any
(IP Station
can have
Thunderstandard
Pi power
erl in any
at no ex.
Ford V -fl
Deal( r's
the Ford
ttl its two
ow.:oriced

Josephine omar entertained
the members of her bridge club
Thursday evening with a spaghetti supper served buffet style.
Following the meal, games of
bridge were played and later in
the evening the hostess served
a dessert plate and coffee. Margaret Nell Contrell won the
high score and Eunice Mitchell
won low.
Other members playing were
Helen King, Andy DeMyer,
Martha Mahan, Rachel Williams,
Margaret Homra, Ruby Poe,
Maurine Trees and the hostess.

Asimiswowis

largest seleetion of new styles in
town. Let us fit your youngsterfitting plan that means perfect
fit in every pair.

Mr. Joe Gates Intertained
with a lovely dinner Sunday
and had as her guests, Mrs. Bessie Mae Vaughn, Mrs. Elaine
Mauck and children, Miss Helen
Fatherree, Mrs. Catherine Lyle
of Memphis apd Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Turk of Bardwell.
Mrs, Vaughn and two grandJimmy,
children, Bobby and
remained for a longer visit
with Mrs. Gates.

Birthdays more birthdays
Rachel and Thad Fagan gave
their little daughter, Joy a
birthday party on Sunday afternoon that is a "never to be forgotten" one. It was Joy's ninth
birthday. The girls in her room
at the Fagan home
Jo Pigue had a lovely dinner at school met
they were
party Saturday evening at 6:30 at 2 p.m. where
cake.
at her home on Fourth Street served ice cream and
when she entertained members Then ,they went to the I. C
rode to
of her bridge club and guests. passenger station and
CITY OF
The guests were seated at card Dyersburbg on the
well
tables n the living room. Each NEW ORLEANS. You may
table held a miniature bou- imagine what a treat the train
quet of jonquils. A beautiful ride was - - - as most of the girls
had NEVER ridden on a train
SOUTHWESTERN BEAUTIES—These Southwestern coeds were chosen from 36 en- arrangement of gladioli served before. By way of the grapeas
the
centerpiece
for
the
dinSponsored
by
week.
Memphis
last
Auditorium
in
trants in a beauty review at Ilardie
the
ing room table and the mantle vine we heard that all of
The Lynx, campus yearbook, the reveiew w as seen by 300 persons. Five will be listed also held a lovely arrangement officials aboard just "turned the
whole thing over" to the party
as "Beauties" and six as "Favorites" in The Lynx, to be distributed in May. They are tot gladioli.
Those making the trip were(standing), Margurerite Livingston, Carol Ann Greaves and Sarah Morrison; (seatMildred Anderson, Mary Boyd
and Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt were Jo Nell Bellew, Melody Bruned), Polly Howie, Beverly Hill and Grace Brown. Miss Hill is from Fulton.
Photo ('ourtesy of Commercial Appeal guests. Members of the club dige, Phyllis Crocker, Lirlda
present were Annie Baldridge, Ferguson, Mary Elizabeth Fields,
Beulah Gingles, Mary Bennett, Judy Neely, Jessica Sensing,
Jackie
and
Kappa
Sigrna
into
that
catedory—let us tell you
,Hazel Scruggs, Emily Nall, Nora Clara Bell, and Brenda Terry
six of us (Maree Bushart,
into Alpha Delta 1-a. Jackie was Alexander and the hostess.
Also, classmates, but unable
Louise Binford Jane Edwards,
home for the weekend with her
Folowing the delicious meal, to go, were Carolyn Lucy, BarEthel McDaniel and Mary Nelle
. . .Peggy and liocitrey Bin- parents, Laverne and Jack Ed- games of bridge were played, bara Matheny, Glenda Boulton,
Wright) will leave Friday after- ford, who are students at Lam- wards on Park Avenue . . . Max with Mary Boyd receiving high
(Continued on Page eight)
noon in the "Theatre Car" for buth College at Jackson, Tenn., Harris, a student at Murray
Memphis where we will see the were home this week-end for a State College spent the weekevening performance of "Tea vis,t with their parents, Lucilla end with his parents, Mr. and
and Sympathy " And %we really and Tillman Adams and Hattie Mrs. Bob Harris
Mrs S.
DON'T net.d to be commiserated Mae and Charles Binford. .
. M. DeMyer returned home Satopportunwith as it will be an
Ruby and Maxwell McDade re- urday after being in Carlisle,
ity to see Maria Riva (Marlene turned home Thursday night Ky. for the past three weeks.
Dietrich's daughter) play the after spending five weeks in
lead in this superb play. . . . Venice, Fla. .
.SP3 Billy Joe
Perhaps a small adjustMaree Bushart was hostess to
Elsie Weeks will also go down Gore is visiting his parents, Mr.
luncheon
club,
at
bridge
her
ment is all that's needed
on Friday to see her good and Mrs. Norman Jonakin. illy
friend, Maree Wilson, and they, Joe has spent 16 months over- -Wednesday afternoon at 1, at
to bring your set back to
After the
too, will attend the play.,
seas. Twelve months of this the Derby Cafe.
enjoyed
group
luncheon
the
clear, sharp focus, enjoytake
a
can
WestphelingJo
spent
in
Korea
and
four
If
time
breather from her busy prepa- in Japan. When his leave is ter- games of bridge during the
able viewing. Let us
rations for the "Citizen of the minated, he will report to Fort afternoon at the Bushart home
Winner
of
the
Street.
on
Fourth
she
Year" award next week,
Bragg. N. C. . . . Billy Carr of
check your TV set today.
and
will join the "five" making up Louisville spent the weekend high score was Sara Bushart
score.
held
low
Johnson
Sara
with his mother, Mrs. Herbert
the 'Theatre car.
The members playing were
Carr on Second Street . . .
Louise Binford, Kathryn BenNeil
Ethridge,
the
genial
organlike
a
When March comes in
nett, Helen Dunn, Margaret
lamb—as it did this time—it ist down at Smith's Cafe will Hall, Elva Fall and the hostess.
as
engagement
fill
an
all
day
seems there is always more activity. . . .Mrs. Ben Schwerdt organist in Mayfield on ThursMembers of the Hi - Lo Bridreturned recently from Mobile, day at the opening of the new
Ala. where she visited the beau- Liberty Savings Bank . . . Con- ge Club met with Mrs. Doyle
tiful Bellmgrath Gardens. The gratulations to t•wo of our Ful- Shupe Thursday evening at her
gardens, as we know, is owned ton lassies, Jackie Edwards home on Terry Road. Shirley
by a non-profit foundation set and Mary Ann Hill, both stud- Easley was winner of high
up for the _benefit of three col- ents at Memphis State who score and Mrs. Harold Wiley
leges .4nd two churches. Many were initiated into their social won lo*. The hostess served a
visit this lovely sororities recently. Mary Ann lovely sandwich plate and CocaFultonians
place each year as it is internationally famous for one of the
world's largest camellia collections, for mass booming azaleas
and for year-round beauty. . . .
Ceylon Varden of Memphis
State came home last week and
brought four of his fraternity
brothers.'His mother and dad,
Laverne and Grady Varden,
were hosts at a dinner for them
on Wednesday night. Gaylen
and his friends, Bobby Allday,
Donnie Rogers, George Jennings and Marvin Hopper were
enroute to the Memphis StateMurray State basketball game
at Murray. , . .Mary Davis
Weaks and Nancy Wilson of
the University of Kentucky
spent the week-end with their
parents, Elsie and Louis Weeks
and Mary Ethna and Homer
Wilson.
.Betsy Whitesell of
St. Louis was home for a little
visit. last week.. '.Lois'and Alf
H'ornbeak had two lovely young
finish for walls,
vests over_the week-end, Betty
took I The pantie girdle
Parks and Betty Williams of
your legs can't feel is the
and woodwork.
Obion who were here to attend
boneless smoothing
the basketball games. .
.Mr.
and Mrs. T. J. Callison were the
wonder. Nylon nsauenet.
very happiest of parents Satursatin elastic, lacT elastic
day
afternoon
when
their
edging. Gossard pull-on.
daughter, Martha Ann Harriaon
and husband, Gerald, of Detroit, Mich. drove down just
for an OVERNIGHT visi t.
Martha Ann stayed with her
mother and dad and Gerald
went on to Dukedom to surprise
see! flair bra
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
with Gossard contour
Harrison. to spend the night
strap, fits and lifts
with them. On Sunday all fambeyond compare.
ilies got together at the .Callison's for a good visit and a din14 ounces of all
ner. Others Who attended the
Gilman's "Soft-lite" will
sheer leno, nylon decor.
Sunday dinner were Mrs. May
White. A. B, C cups.
your
rooms
transform
Kyle. Mrs. George Polsgrove
and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Phelps.
into soft-hued areas of
This was the first time Martha
warmth and beauty ...
Ann and Gerald have been home
since Christmas and we know
giving
yo u professional
they must have had a most enjoyable day together. Nothing
color effects quickly, easimakes parents so happy as to
ly and at small cost. Hunhave
their "children" come
home for a visit. (How well
dreds of additional coldit
your Diarist knows.)'. . . .

CONCH ATUT.ATIONS to Jane
White—who is among the /0 to
receive the highest academic
standing in the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University
of Kentucky. Out of a total of
1740 enrolled, Jane was one of
20 students with an all "A"
standing for the first semester
of this college year. Jane is a
senior in the Arts and Sciences
UNION CITY, TENN. College and is majoring in
English She is the daughter of

BURNETT'S SHOE STORE

score prize -far the guests, and
Mary Bennett, the high score
prize for the members.

ceilings

shades and tints can
mode by Intermixing.

$495 GALLON

be

$15° QUART

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
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Continued from page 7
and Vava Finch.
Joy received many nice gifts
and all had a wonderful time.
Accompanying the group of
girls was Joy's father, Thad Fagan.
Mrs. Fagan and Jimmy Cruse

FULTON
PHONE

12

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Double Feature Program:

"
13 KA • LOFF4 .4
OM Rebore Lewis

14

__w_•

BELA LUGOSI

IMMO

.

. P-L-U-S ...

"MARSHALL OF
HELDORADO"
with JAMRS ELLISON
Also - Cartoon & Comedy
SUN - MON - TUES.
THE MAN WHO
OPENED THE WEST!

•KIRK
OUGLAS

A ilDniv
FIGHTER
.44

cashawrsociol
.
NB MS'S

Also-News & Cartoon!

ORPHEUM

..4

STARUTE DRIVE-1N

SPRING IS JUST AROUND THE CORNERso the Midway Drive-In is cleaning up and
painting and getting ready for a

ONS OF
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.
iivsiilfamilif, PIONE
\ -,..... ,„, 4:77........
1111

Pa 111H

:SIOGtIo„
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PLUS: COLOR CARTOON - SERIAL
SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

BIG FREE SHOW
AND YOU ARE ALL INVITED
. FRIDAY, MARCH 16TH
to the GRAND OPENING of our 1956 season:
BIGGER and BEI 1E11 than ever

NEW DOUBLE FEATURE POLICY

Tom Ewell
Sheree North.
THE

at all times.

MIDWAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Highway (US
Hickman junction

Fulton-Clinton

SKIRTS

51)

at

WRESTLING

The
hilarious
story
husband
ilho got
nervous
because
his wife
was in
the service!

. ALSO .
SELECTED
SHORTS

The Monday Alter
When a fellow comes to the
office Monday. morning looking
very haggaid it's usually due
to his weekend condition.
Charles Harry Ovid

I kn
Like ci
pliatwe
v.,. hav
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n.:nder
pr per
First
toi If

LET'S ALL GO TO

WALDRON
Theatre — Union City
WED - THURS - FRI

fir: -Ci

2 - THRILLERS

cr

SHOWN 6:30 - 9:30
RAILROAD vs TRUCKS:

LAT

•

A5 U1
:UCA1R
2nd Feature 8:05 Only
ROBERT
MERLE
RYAN
()HERON

•

"BERLIN EXPRESS"
Adventure & Espionage

SATURDAY

THRU

TUESDAY
FIRST AREA SHOWING
ONII Al0611
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PLUS 2nd FEATURE
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cur
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BOWERY
SOTS
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SPOOK BUSTERS
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All ACP*Seed Quality Specifications

Pi

.Gemination. Purity. Variety
are met when you use Southern States Seed

Fourth

LOOK
Help from ACP*
SEED

COST-SHARE RATE

Orchard Grass
Red top
Timothy
Tall Fescue
Alfalfa
Red Clover
Alsike Clover
Sweet Clover
White Clover
Sericea Lespedeza
Annual Lespedeza

SATURDAY NIGHT = 8:00 PM

%mow

••••••.-

$15.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
25.0C
25.00
20.00
10.00
40.00
18.00
8.00

*- Agricultural Conservation Program

lid
to 4

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

FIVE MAN BATTLE ROYAL

was Pia WON 115 MAME

Jr. teams played Troy
both games.
F. 27
Troy 15
F. 31
Troy 12

••••••

WORE

RITA MORENO

noon the
and won
Girls—S.
Boys—S.

Entry

Come out and see your friends at the

LIEUTENANT

CO Oat-rung

for second place, although only
1 point decided their respective
places. Dresden. 49, Hornbeak
48.
The South Fulton Red Devils
are
repeat) a team to be
proud of, but to have a strong
team, you must have a strong
coach. And that we have in the
person of Guy Phipps. Coach
Phipps has had a strong influence over these boys. Because
when he wanted to really win
a game (as he wanted to win
most of them) his boys would
play their hearts Out for him
to win the game for him and
not, for themselves. Everyone
recognizes the fact that Mr.
Phipps is a great coach, and in
appreciation of him they wanted to do something for him.
And they did. Everyone in the
commi.nity donated some money
for the "Phipps TV Fund." Friday morning, March 2, Lou
Wrather presented the set to
Mr. Phipps during a special
assembly.
The Jr. High teams are still
going strong. They played at
Rives last Friday afternoon,
March 2 and won both games.
Girls—S. F. 15
Rives 12
Boys—S. F. 18
• Kiss 15
Then again Tuesday atter-

Tornmye Nell Gates and Jamby
e:, Palmer were given a lovely
birthday dinner Saturday evenMartha Weak.
ing at 7:30 in the Rose Room of
Smith's cafe.
Those present were: Miss
We knew it was coming but
Gates, Mr. Palmer, Mrs. Palmer,
we didn't expect Union City to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Corum, Mr.
do it. The second night of the
and Mrs. H. P. Allen, and
Boys' District Tournament the
Mrs. Wilburn Allen, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Fly and Mrs. Mozelle
No. 1 team in West Tennessee
Sams, Miss Mary Anderson,
got their first taste of defeat.
Miss Adolphus Latta and Miss
The Union City Tornados are
Doris Winfrey.
credited with this defeat. But
tsansismi
the wonderful Red Devils won
Eunice and Vyron Mitchell
a bigger battle than did the
• 4
entertained
with a birthday
Tornados because the Devils
party Saturday morning for
won a great moral victory.
Elizabeth. who cillebrated her
These Devils are really a
eighth birthday.
team to be proud of, not only
Games and contests were
because they are the No. 1
played, with several prizes ateam in West Tennessee, but bewarded after which the little
cause they are the best sports
girls enjoyed making scrapin West Tennessee. I know
books.
everyone hated for the Devils
Lune% watt served
noon.
to lose but that's the way
The Easter theme was used in
the ball bounces. Final
all decorations, with a green, ORPHEUM - Starts Sunday
"The Lieutenant wore skirts" score: U. C. 61, S. F. 60.
yellow, and white color scheme. starring
Tow Ewell - Sheree North
Perhaps you'll be interested
Centering the dining table was
in knowing the winners of the
a bunny-shaped birthday
cake, and individual iced cakes in the States Tuesday. Dick, have been there with her District 27 Boys' Tournament
were served with ice cream as you remember, married the have been there with her that took place at South Fulton
lovely Pat Davies of Melbourne, camera to capture the joy of all of last week Dresden took
desert.
first place, and Hornbeak settled
Mary Elizabeth received many Australia. and we don't forget of that re-union.)
THEATRE
to mention their two darling
lovely gifts.
FULTON-IINION MIT KIWAT
Dick and his frIena will stay
daughters
, Ann and Susan. In in Fi'ilton
The guest list included Nancy
until Fliday, when he and the children will join him
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Lacewell, Ailn Nelson, Martha 1954, the "Australia Hills" were leaves fur New York. The two in May.
Kay Hemphil, Ann Wiliams, sent back to the States on busi- men will be tht re for
SMOKE SIGNAL
several
Jane Edward% Peggy Reams, ness for the Australian com- days. TI'..' guava thing about it
A large group attended the Dana And,ew.
Piper Laurie
that
Dick
represents. all is that Mary
Sara Jane Poe, Julie Jones pany
will also be in weekly Ladies' Day Luncheon MEET THE KEYSTO
NE COPS
Nancy Jones, Carol Luther, Everyone in Fulton was de- New York all next week.
.
. at the Country Club Tuesday With .
Abbott & Costello
Margaret Omar, Camille Ro- lighted for the popular family via the Louisville .Theatre
Irene Boyd. chairman, presided
Train.
man, Susan Jones, Kathy Camp- to have that "tour of duty" so How fortunate that both
•SUNDAY - MONDAY
tripe and announced that the club
bell, Linda Snow, Sallie Wil- that we might know them. But coincided.
is so happy to have Dorothy
BAREFOOT CONTESSA
16
months
ago
they returned to
liams, Fay Harwood, Debbie
Ater Di,-k hai- performed his Miller of Clinton for a new H. Bogart
—
Ave Gardner
Ruddle, Florence Wiggins, Mary Australia and everyone won- duties in New York, he
member.
will
Ruth Mullenix, Rosie Russell, dered when we would ever spend a week-end in Fulton
KING,
OF
THE
Laverne
BA(*
TRACK
Varden,
bridg
bee
Peggy Russell, Becky Mitchell, have an opportunity to see fore he returns home. Our chairman, irranged two
Don Arneehe
tables With
them again. Monday morning's
and Jan Snow.
wishts for the happiest of days of bridge. Ruth Williams was
TUESDAY mail brought the wonderful
AY for the Fulton Hills.
high score for the afternoon,
Happiest of all people is news to Dick's mother, Birdie,
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
Laverne
Varden.
second
high
Birdie (Mrs. Walter) Hill! In ;.nd s:nce then, the whole famClark G:41)1.2.
Things have really "pepped arad
hfitry
Louise
Warren, With
fact, everyone is happy for the ily has been in a complete tip" out at Laverne and
Norman bridge-bingo. Ten played golf
SHOOT
FIRST
Hill family, which includes dither — as you may
well Terry's at their home on
Terry with Ethel McDaniel as team With
Joel MeCrae
Mary Hill Latta and Grace Hill imagine -- 10.000 miles "down Road because their daughter, captain. Winners were:
low
under"
is
a
long
way from Ful- Charlotte Terry
Beard (of Martin), because
THURSD
blind-bog
AY
ey,
- FRIDAY
Jane Edwards: low
Ivey and childtheir son and brother, Dick HiLl, ton
Susan. Dick and Terry, ar- putts was a tie between Mary
SON
OF
RINIAD
of Sydney, Australia, arrived
Dick and a business associate, rived Tuesday evening from Ft. Nelle Wiight and Sook Cullwn.
Dole Robe ..1 s,e%
Eric West, reached Los Angeles, Bragg, N. C. The children Mary Nelle.. w4n the. play-off. With
Calif.- at 7 o'clock Wednesday will enter school here for the Ruby Sawyer won 'high
TER PWNRUW
blindand planed on to Memelhis — remainder of the school term. bogey.
With
Rod Cameron
PHONE
arriving there at 6:20 a. m. Lt. Col. Robert H. Ivey will
Birdie, Mary and Grace were join his family at a later date.
22
right there at the Memphis He will leave on the 15th
of
Airport th meet him. (Your the month for Verdun, France
Diarist wishes what she might for a tour of duty. Charlotte

FRIDAY 7SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
MEER'Milli
pleilel•

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

drove to Dyersburg in two different cars to bring the group
back to Fulton.
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nes FRANK TAPIA
Nary toy Albld ONO

Joe McCarthy

Don Hatfield

Varon Gitoni

Herb Larsen

Moody Palmer
General Admission — — — — 75 cents
Ringside — — — — $1.00

LOC011it
to us for additional information ...
for top quality seeds when you need them

Southern States Fulton Co-Op.
Central Avenue,

South Fujton

Phone 399

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE
SERVICE AGENCY
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I advised
you several weeks COMPLIMENTS COMF.
The Fulton News
ago I hope sou have already TO MRS. ELLEDGE
FOR
purchased your seeds. Market RADIO INTERV
IEW
by Maria Holland
prices continue to climb due to
MRS. WILL McDADE
Velma
The February meeting of the HOSTESS TO
the limited supply of seeds,
LADIES
Homo Demonstrator Kentucky
Victory
plus
Homemakers was held OF WELFARE WORKE
the necessity for reseeding
Utilities
RS
at
the K. U. building with Mrs.
many fields due to drouth.
as dm
The February meeting of the
The same procedure for scuf- J L. Jones as hostess. TwentyI know we all know how to bee sure you clean the
fing the ground should follow three members and two visitors, Welfare Workers Club via; held
condensor
-74/tat
sowing seedsas has been recom- Mrs. W. L. Carter and Mrs. W. with Mrs. Will McDade in an all
tske care of our electrical ap- at least once each
year.
This
plisnces, kut I just wonder if can
day session. The President, Mrs.
mended to you on small clover C. Hogg, were present.
be done with a VaCUtIr
.
seed
we haven't lotten a little negliA most delightful day was K a r 1 Kimberlin, called the
cleaner
or brush. Disconnect the
FERTILIZER MOVING
gent Here are just a few respent with Mrs Ernest Jenkins house to order. After the song,
"Showers of Blessings," the deminders to help us have the electric cord from the electric
Within the past several days, starting the meeting with
With JIM PRYOR
lots
outlet
votional was given by Mrs. McI have observed many dealers of good thoughts for
proper care of our appliances
beture cleaning. Keep Iliprkailiawal
Camond bliretsi
her devoDade.
moving cars of fertilizer, get- tional.
First lets take our refrigera- your refrigerator clean. This
TIME TO SOW - DON'T DE- ting in big stocks, ready to deThe following visitors were
tor. If the refrigerator has a is easily done if you wash off
Mrs. Raymond Harrison preliver when the calls come. Also sided
fan - cooled, fin type condensor, anything as soon as it is spill- LAY
over the meeting with introduced and welcomed. Mrs.
ed For regular clean - ups
The time is last approaching a number of farmers hauling to Mrs. Fred Collier as secretar Robert Irvan, Mrs. J. J. Clemthe
y
inside would be washed with when small clovers
and grass- their farms, storing so they will and . treasurer. Lots of business, ents, Mrs. A. F. Phillips, Mrs.
have it on hand when needed.
warm water to which has been es should be sown on
both old and new, was taken Mice McDade, Mrs. Doil Philsod .There
added • little baking soda. De- is always a great
This is a year, when I believe care of. One point was brought lips and Mrs. Carl Kindred.
amount of
Boating should be done once clover sown on pasture
Roll call was answered by 15
sod at you should go rather strong in out and discussed on what can
each week or more often
• r.1.1I05 Brunei" as rope tar. Bob
the use of fertilizer especially be done to clean the "Right
if this time of the year.
of members, naming a "Project
necessar
y.
Hillbilly.
s,s
Never let the frost
Rhythm'. Blum
When such clovers are sown, on crops that you will depend Way of the Highways," in and they planned for 1956."
build up more than Ws inch
on it is a good idea to follow the upon, either directly or indirect- around
Fulton. The rubbish
During the business session, a
CITY ELECTRIC
the freezer. Wash the freezer
thrown on the side of the roads report on the polio drive
in- sowing with a harrow or some ly for cash income.
Was
ommerelai
Phone 401
side and out each time after de- tool that will scuff
Have your soils tested to de- and highways is very unsightl given
up the soil.
by Mrs. Kimberlin. The
y
••••••••• frosting. Watch your door gas- This will prevent drifting seeds termine your needs and at least and detracts very
much from club's donation amounted to
in case some hard rains-do come apply the amounts recommend- our end of the state.
•
$23.00.
•
ed.
In
some
cases,
before gemenation
I
believe you
of seeds
Those hearing Mrs. J. W. ElAlso, a report on the County
'THIS 1956
take place. It will also hasten should exceed recommendations ledge tieing intervie
wed con- Council meeting was given by
slightly.
germination
cerning her trip to Farm and Mrs. Kimberlin. At noon a
deliHome -Week said she sure did cious lunch was served.
LFSPEDEZA SOWING TIME TIME TO APPLY NITROGEN give a good survey
of her trip.
In the afternoon, airs. KimIt ts also time to sow LespeIf you have not already done
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Home berlin gave a very
dezas, except for Sencea and as so, nitrogen fertilizers should
interesting
Agent, was presented and dis- lesson on pruning
roses and
be applied within the next few cussed
the subjects under con- shrubbery.
OR
ket and try not to touch it with days. Small grains have begun sideration for another
year's
P r oj ec t leaders reporting
450000
your hand when you open or to grow and this is the opport- study. She also announc
ed that were: "Health and Nutrition,"
CASH,
close the door. Grease will soon une time to give it a "lift".
t h e "Recreation Construction by Maude Holloday
; "Poultry,"
Growth for pasture purposes Work
cause rubber to deteriorate. Do
Shop" will be held at by Dorothy Watts; and "Readnot crowd your refrigerator in can be increased cogiderably by Cumberland Falls this year.
The
ing,"
by
Dorothy Watts.
close quarters as free circula- top dressing with some good dates will be March 11
to March
Sunshine gifts were received
fertilizer. Yields in 17. Two
tion of air will greatly improve nitrogen
club
members
are
conby Mrs. Kimberlin and Mrs.
the operation and cut down on bushels per arce can be increas- sidering the trip. They are
Miss Lorenzo Palmer.
the running time. Keep door ad- ed considerably if adequate a- Myra Scearce and Mrs.
Gene
Recreation was conducted by
justed so it will close tightly. mounts of fertilizer are added.
Dowdy.
Mrs. Irene Yates and was enI suggest you go all out in
If the refrigerator is one of the
At noon a most delicious meal joy-ed very much.
older types with open mechan- the use of nitrogen in top dress- was served by the hostess,
SEE PARISIAN LAUNDRY
and
The next meeting will be on
ism that requires oiling, every ing small grains this year.
the afternoon session began by March 28 with Mrs.
Roy Watts.
OATS MAKE GOOD SILAGE
six
months.
This
is
importan
t.
FOR FREE VELVA-SOFT CONTEST ENTRY BLANKS
handing out the Sunshine gifts.
In case you decide that you
Next we will take our electric
Mrs. Raymond Harrison was the
count of her trip and the meetcleaner. Empty dust bag every have more oats than you will lucky person getting the
non', ally.. de! On an official may blank,
gift
need
for
grain,
fine
a
thing
to
time
it
is used Keep brush free
cum plete the following statement in 25 wcxds
box from Mrs. Ray Graham. ings she attended. Mrs. Wilson
also attended Farm and Home
from hair and threads. Avoid do will be to use the excess for Mrs. Harold
ot less:"I'M GLAD MY LAUNDR Y USES
Copeland, Mrs.
When cut in the Howell
Week and added some to Mrs.
running cleaner over pins, nails oat silage
VELVA-SOPT BECAUSE .. .".
gave
the
major
lesson on
or coins. Pick them up by hand. dough, stage, good quality and "Banking and Money Matters. McGaugh's report.
It's easy! Only Veils-Soft softens, blues
"
palatable silage can be made
Keep
brush
The club adjourned to meet
property
adjusted
Then
they
and brightens. It makes whites whiter, colpresented a very inand with the addition of preyour
to
rug.
March 22nd with Mrs. Forrest
If
your
cleaner
is
brighter
teresting
ors
—makes towels twice u fluffy • 144•6•61,
lesson.
servativ
e if you prefer
coke
the type that requires oiling,
and gives all washables a luxurious *oft finish.
Each homemaker feels she is McMurry.
TV WI
IAMBS
use few drops ever few months.
much
better informed after
That's why we use Velra-Soft! So phone • Raid
I have talked to a number of
How long has it been since
having heard these lessons this
A constantly swelling governKomi Proonsel
is see us today. Ask fur your free entry
within the past few
you have cleaned your toaster' farmers
yeaF, and the leaders have done ment is a sure sign of the moral
Hanks. They contain complete contest rules • 200 flomore
days
about
their
lamb
crop
Re
very
careful in cleaning your
such an excellent job of pre- sickness of the people under it
111•0•46.1
an.' hints to help you win
toaster Never put it in water this spring and most all report senting these lessons
Appill•oei••I
.5. foss sou $i.soo co is cone, DM menses *owe MSS
to the club. Governments swell when and
that
so
far
success
has
been
atUse only a damp cloth to wipe
the mime FAMIOrMI WSW No implisio
Mrs. Harold Williamson and because the people shrink.
room
tained
with
their
lambs.
off the inside or outside. A mild
Clarence Is/anion
The first lamb pool is not far Mrs. J. R. Powell had the reccleaner may be used on the outoff
and I suggest that you be- reation, consisting of two games,
side to remove stain or butter
AS ADVERTISED in Life Magazine
—Keesi Eyes" and "Planting a
if necessary. The base of most gin in time to creep feed lambs Flower Garden," and singing Ifiearincl Aid
Batteries
that will be sold in the first
toasters
is
easily
removab
le
for
Entry blanks available from call office and all
the song, "Little Sir Echo."
Complete Line
cleaning out crumbs. A small pool. Most usually they are the
Mrs. Meridith will be hostess
For all makes of hearing aids!
brush is helpful in removing ones .that will make you the at the March meeting.
Visit our Hearing' Aid Departroute men.
stubborn crumbs. Do not butter most profit.
ment at your first opportunity.
your bread
before putting it
MONEY CAN'T BUY
into toaster.
Officers Elected For
CITY DRUG CO.
FRIENDSHIP, CAYCE
Electric appliances has made
HOMEM
AKERS
TOLD
Supre
me
Forest Girls
it possible for homemakers to
108 Lake Street
Phone 71
Fourth Street
Jessie Gamblin was elected
change their whole pattern of
The Cayce Homemakers Club
PHONE 14
Fulton, K
living. So lets take the best care President of the Junior Miss met Feb. 23rd with Mrs. Johnny
division of the Supreme Forest Wilson. Mrs. Roy Croce called
of our prize possessions.
Woodmers
Circle,
Saturday the meeting to order at 10:30
afternoon, Feb. 25, at the Union a. m. A very interesting devoHall. Other officers were also tional was given by Mrs. Henry
elected.
Secretary
Jerrie Webber on "Things That Money
Weems, 1st Vice - President Can't Buy." A few things that
Peggy Wilhaucks (also trea- she mentioned were good health,
surer), 2nd Vice President - friendship, a good name, characCarolyn
Neeley, Attendant - ter, sunsets, songs of ,birds, and
a n t - Ruth
Pruiett, Color peace.
bearer - Patsy Dedmon, ChapThe reading report was given.
lain - Kay Johnson, Reporter - Mrs. Webber discusse
d the numMartha Weaks, Captain - Lu- ber and type books
one must
trecia I3ennett, Musician - Marie read
to be a Master Reader. It
Hardy. Past President - Sondra is stressed that every member
Stevens. Those initiated in an read at least one book.
a
abbreviated ceremony were CaMrs. Wilson gave the landrolyn
Neeley, Patsy
Dedmon scape notes. They told when and
and Martha Weaks. The Jr. Miss how to plant and care
for sweetSponsers are Mrs. B. Melugin peas.
and Mrs. Goldia M. Curd of
After a pot luck dinner, the
Murray, Ky. The Jr. Misses are major lesson, "Insurin
g
for
to meet the fourth Saturday of future protecti
on," was preeach month in the Union Hall. sented by Miss Alice Sowell.
The girls- were informed of the The group played a
game that
district meeting which will be illustrated some of the points
at Mayfield, Ky. sometime in she wanted to stress.
March. This was discussed a
Mrs. J. W. McGaugh, club
while, then the meeting was ad- delegate to Farm and
4.
Home
journed.
Week, gave an interesting ac-

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKIN
G

LATEST RECORDS

STUDEBAKER
-mr
a— Araii-wmireg
'Plus Free Upkeep

Thursday March 8, 956
YOUNG METHODIST
LEADERS TRAINING'
SEMINAR AT LAMBUTH
Judy Browning, Marian
Blackstone, Patsy Austin, Joe
Barnes and Jerry Page attended
the Memphis Conference for
Youth on church related vocations which was held at Lambuth College in Jackson from
Friday through Sunday.
Rev. H. E. Russell, pastor of
the local Methodist Church, was
chairman o/ the conference
Mrs. M. W. Haws taught the
Seminar on church music. Mrs
Nelson Tripp
was dean of
women for the week -end
Bay Easter seals

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

„

MURRAY
MAIM

1TURE

6

11111111.1111.1
1
.11111,

\ •

41.r.

(
)
u

203 PRIZES
WORTH OVER
$10,1100

A RE BOOK
Mewed Me
The Way
To Relief

Ar

The 130-page illustrated book that
describes symptoms, causes and treatment.
of Piles, fistula and other
rectal and colonic disorders
has been the means of showing the way to relief and
happiness for thousands of
men and women. It gives the
facts. It tells you why you
need not suffer when you
can so easily get relief for
your troubles. For a FREE
COPY of this book, write to
McCleary Clinic and Hospital, E332 Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs 4, Mo.
Lct tiil
FREI (op/
1.0

PARISIAN LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

iota,. oft

Farm the BIG CAPACITY way
with theICBM McCormecke

WITH
PastMitch

FARMALI:40
V

•

..4141M.....

TIME TO ORDER

••1

Exclusive Torque Amplifier boosts pull power up
to 45,; on-the-go:
sts..

Now Forman Hydra-Touch is the most complete,
most adaptable, easiest operated hydraulic implement control you've ever seen!

"•"

MEN'S JOURNEYER

$27-30

New completely Independent pto lets you harvest non-stop in heaviest crops.
No other tractor can match the comfort, convenience and handling ease of the Fargiall 400! Choose
diesel or gasoline engine.

NEW "SACK CLICK AND GO" FAST HITCH
gives you tti• to'.loat sosiost way to hitch intphtwont' over dovolopod.

Getting a new Farman 400 demonstration is as easy SS ringing us up' Don't
wait —call us today! Buy on the Income Purchase Plan—and let the Farrnall
400 pay for itself in use.
LINE UP WITH THE LEADER—YOU'LL BE AHEAD WITH A FARMALL!

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Now

314 WALNUT

`s,4,.

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 16

HATCHES OFF
EACH WEDNESDAY
For the KIND of breed
you want, WHEN you
want them, please place
your order early; the
BARGAINS PRICES ON
sooner the better! three
START
ED COCKERELS
breeds available: sexed
or straight run.

ALL THE NEW BURKE'S SEEDS !
New Hybrid tomatoes and cucumbers; all kinds of,
vegetable seed in bulk or package ... new Burpee's
flowers seed including Petunias, hybird zinnias columbine and all the award winners.

FULTON HATCHERY
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY—PHONE 483

MEN'S WICK-MP/IR
$15.50

IT'S THE MOST POPULAR
LUGGAGE IN THE WORLD!
Strong enough to stand
...snood enough to be see*
in the bmt hotels. Streandite Sonssonits comes in handsome "betmr-than-leatiossr" finishes that resist scuffing,
wipe clean with a damp doth. Moss man's cases open
Not for easy pocking...awry nose
less spot"
wrinkle-free.
Alpo inmealobles
U.

P. Croft *MA

a Weiss lphos

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Phone 185
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Keep your eyes on

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

Our 0 K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
EARLE and TAYLOR
Thevrolet Company

NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
FARM LOANS
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment. Harvey Caldwell Co., DriveNIn Office OutLong Termsfitters, New Location, corner
Plain
Walnut &
Streets.
-Easy Payments
Phone 674.
MYRTLE S REST HOME has
room for six or eight old age
ATKINS, HOLMAN
, men and women. Clean home,
State approved. Also take
AND FIELDS
bedfast patients. Fulton (Riceville) Phone 886.
—InsuranceHOUSE TRAILERS, Also camping and fishing trailers. Terms
If desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
Phone II
Modern Tourist Court, Union 208 Main St.
City, Phone 866.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum clean- alartin-Senour PAINTS.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Int.
&
Ix.*Ow I •••••
Phone 35, Church Street.
V.rnIsbai a
FOR SALE OR TRADE — Good
sound work mules. Pair large
AND SUPER
match mares. John L. Choate,
KIM-TONE
Wingo.
USED RANGES: Gas and elec- SUPER KIM-TONE is the Nation's choice for washable intric. See Union City Tire
terior finishes. We have a comCompany, Union City, Tenn.
plete stock for you; all colors,
USED refrigerators: wide selecall sizes.
tion of used refrigerators for
$35.00. See Union City Tire
Exchange Furn. Co.
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Phone 35
207 Church St.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261. Fulton, Ky.
USED WASHERS: Maytag,
Thor, Speed Queen, $25.00.
See Union City Tire Company, Union City, Tenn.

Motorola
T

WE HAVE a lovely Spinet
Piano that we will transfer to
reliable local party who will
take up monthly installments.
Write, before we send truck.
Credit Manager, Joplin Piano
Co., P. 0. Box 784, Paducah,
Kentucky.
BUY AND SELL through United
Farm Agency. Get advertised
thru maeazines, newspapers
and farm journals. Agent,
Robert Hampton, at Hickory,
Ky.,. Route One, on U. S. 45,
or call Folsomdale 8113. Have
70 farms for sale at present
time around Mayfield, Ky.

No Money Down
24 Months to Pay

Black & White Store
Union City, Tenn.
JOIN OUR

"TINY BOND"
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You Spend At

crry DRUG CO.
408 LAKE STREET

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST
WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Avencv
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or NOW—

ELECTRIC
BENNETT
FULTON
'HONE 201

Free,Chick Day

You
Can
Oot
50
Prim Babe Chicks
On

WS. HuuultsION

IS LAID TO REST
HERE ON FRIDAY
Mrs. Stella Milner' Huddleston
died Thur;day morning, March
1, at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. D.. M. Clardy of Hopkinsville, after an illness of several
weeks.,
Mrs. Huddleston was born
in 1876 near Cayce, the daughter of Mollie McGehee Milner
and William Haynes Milner.
She was a member of two of
Fulton county's oldest and most
prominent pioneer families.
In 1900, Mrs. Huddleston was
married to Charles Huddleston,
who died in 1938. To this union
were born four daughters, three
of whom survive, Mrs. D. M.
Clardy of Hopkinsvile, Miss
Almeda Huddleston of Washingington, D. C., and Mrs. Steve
Wiley of Fulton, Mrs. Tom Gregory of Chattanooga, Tenn. died
two years ago. Mrs. Huddleston
is also survived by three grandchildren, Mollie McGehee Wiley of Fulton, Charles Gregory,
of Chattanooga, and several
nieces i-.nd nephews. Another
grandson, James Stephen Wiley,
died in 1941.
Early in life, Mrs. Huddleston
Baptist church
joined Liberty
and later moved her membership to the First Baptist church
Of Fulton of which she was an
active member until her death.
For many years she served as
secretary of her Sunday school
class.
Funeral services were held
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the First Baptist Church.
John Laida, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, officiated
Pallbearers were Pars. Huddleston's nephews.
Burial was in Greenlea Cemeunder the direction of
tery
Whitnel Funeral Home.

COOPIP:.T1\11 SECOCE 4CENCi

It's A Girl!
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Logan on the birth of a
baby girl, born at Jones Hospital. The baby weighed 'eight
pounds, 14 ounces.
It's A Boy!
Congratulations Mr.. and Mrs.
J. E. Noonan on the birth of a
baby boy, born March 1. at
Jones Hospital. John Joseph
weighed four pounds, 14 ounces.
It's A Girl!
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Roberts of Fulton on
the birth of a three pound. 11
ounce daughter. Jennie Lin was
barn March 6 at the Fulton
Hospital
-Buy Easter Seals

I

SMITH'S ROLLING RESTAURANT: Railroad passengers
are now being served in Fulton by a nep train- size service that meets all passenger trains 24 hours a day. inaugurated th s past week, service replaces a like vendor
discontinued by the Illinois ('entral dining car service
here a couple of years ago. Food, suppiied from Smith's
will include hot coffee, cokes, milk, ice cream and sandwiches.

ARE YOU LISTENING?

WFUL-FM
presents red-hot' Basketball during
these next three weeks!
—presented play-by-play direct from

the

Mur-

MRS. MARTHA HARWOOD

Tournaments

Mrs. Martha
Services for
"Mattie" Harwood of Chestnut Glade. who died at Jones
Hospital Wednesday, Feb. 29, at
1:30 following a broken hip,
were held Thursday afternoon
at 2, at the New Hope Methodist
Church near Ruthville. The Rev.
R. L. Dotson officiated. Burial
under direction of W. W. Jones
and Sons of Martin, was in the
church cemetery,„ She was 89.
Mrs. Harwood was born in
Weakley- County. She was the
daughter of the late William
and Rebecca Chambers Jones.
She was the widow of T. M. Harwood, who died 16 yars ago. She
was a member of the New Hope
Methodist Church.
She leaves five sons, Willie,
and Freeman Harwood, both of
Martin, Johnnie Harwood of
Fulton, Guy Harwood of Dukedom, and Jimmy Harwood of
Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
H. C. Brown of Louisville and
Mrs. Herman Parks of Fulton;
three half - sisters, Mrs. Will
French, Mrs. Ida Simpson, both
of Dukedom, and Mrs. Effie
Jealkins of Fulton; 24 grandchildren, and 30 great grandchildren.
MRS. MOLLIE TURNEY
Services were held Saturday
afternoon, March 3, at 2, at the
Ifuntingdon Church of Christ,
for Mrs. Mollie Belew Turney,
widow of Dr. A. J. Turney of
Fulton, who died at 6 Friday
night at the home of a niece,
Mrs. Bernon Bennett of near
Huntingdon. Fred Chunn, minister, officiated. Burial was in
a Fulton cemetery, with Dilday
Funeral Home in charge. She
was 81.
Mrs Turney was born in Carroll County, daughter of the
late Jib Belew and Mrs. Jeroma
Belew. She taught for several
years in Carroll County schools,
and later moved to Fulton where
she lived for 30 years.
Mrs. Turney and her husband
lived on Washington Street
while in Fulton. Dr. Turney was
a physician at Crutchfield for
about 40 years.
Mrs. Turney moved to Huntingdon after the death of her
husband in 1926.
She was a member of the
Fulton Chapter, Order of the
Eastern Star, and the Huntingdon Church of Christ.
She also leaves a brother,
Tom Belew of Huntingdon; and
two sisters, Mrs. Essie Goodrum of Leach and Mrs. John
Morman of Cedar Grove.

PLACE

Located on the FultonUnion City Highway;
Union City, Tenn.
Gas—Oil—Accessories
WASH ........$1.00
75c
GREASE JOB
Phone 293
Union City

TIME

Wed., Mar 7 - Cunningham vs Sedalia
Fulgham Vs Mayfield

Murray State
Murray State

7:00 P. M.
8:30 P. M.

Thurs., Mar 8 - Benton vs Almo
Tilghman vs Heath

Murray State
Murray State

7:00 P. M.
8:30 P. M.

Fri., Mar 9 - Upper Bracket Semi-Finals
Lower Bracket Semi-Finals

Murray State
Murray State

7:00 P. M.
8:30 P. M.

Sat., Mar 10 - FINALS

Murray State

8:00 P. M.

Monday Mar. 12 - Marshall %%Olt Winner

NCAA

780 P.M.

Wed., Mar 14 - Kentucky High School Tourney
(2 games)
Thurs., Mar 15 - Kentucky High School Tourney (6 games)

Lexington

Fri., Mar 16 - Kentucky High School Tourney
(4 games)
**University of Kentucky

Le Xi

7:30 P. M.
9:15 P. M.
9:00 A. M.
10:46 A. M.
2:00 P. M.
3:45 P. M.
7:30 P. M.
9:15 P. M.
2:00 P. M.
3:45 P. M.
7:30 P. M.

Lexington

ngton

NCAA

Vs

At Large Team
Kentucky High School Tourney
Sat., Mar 17 - Kentucky High School Tourney
'Univ. of Kentucky vs Mar. 16
loser-winner
Kentucky High School Tourney
Tues.-7 Mar 20 - Univ. Of Louisville vs winner
Thurs., Mar 22 - (•) Univ. Of Louisville vs
winner
sat., Mar 24 University Of Louisville vs Loser - Winner
EXPLANATIONS

Lexington
I.exington
NCAA
xi n gton
NCAA

NCAA
NCAA

7:30 P. M.
9:15 P. M
12:15 P. M.
2:00 P. M.
••• 7:00 P. M.
7:00 P. M.
9:00 P. M.
8:45 P. M.
7-:30 P. M.
7:30 P. M.
1:30 P. M.
3:30W. M.

•• If the game starting t ime conflicts with a high school tournament
game, the Kentucky ga me will take precedence. The balance of the
high school games tha t day will follow immediately after the Ky..
game.
••• If Kentucky loses itsMarch 16 game, it will play a consolation
game which will be broadcast immediately_following the high
school game. If Ky. wi ns its March 16 game, it will play in the final
game of the NCAA Re gionals, in which case it will be' broadcast prior
to the final" high school game. If Ky. wins the regional NCAA game
WFUL will continue to cover the team in the final tournament play.
(•) If the University o f Louisville wins its first game.
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YOUR SOUTHERN Sif,TE

Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Lippart or Ililton on the
birth of a six Pound. 12 ounce
son
Torn my. Lee was born
March 5, at Jones Hospital.

.1

special Network from the State and NCAA

Ask Us For Details Nowl

IN Central Ave.

It's A Boy!

It's A Boy!
Congratulations Mr. and Mr::.
Glen Puckett of Fulton on the
birth of a son, born March 3, at
Jones Hospital. The baby
weighed eight pounds and was
named Daniel Gene.

DEATHS

COLEMAN'S

South Fulton

Mrs. Paralee Stafford died at
the home of her son, Roy Stafford, north of Dresden Saturday, March 3. in the afternoon.
She was born in the same
community Aug. 24, 1869. She
was 88.
She was married to J. B.
Stafford and to this union two
sons were born. Her husband
preceeded her in death and she
made her home with her son,
Roy, until her death. .
Funeral services were held at
Pisgah Methodist Church Sunday at 2:30. Rev. Cayce Pentecost officiated, and burial, under
the direction of W. W. Jones
and Sons, was in the church
cemetery.
She leaves her two sons. Roy
and J. C. Stafford and three
grandchildren, all of Dresden,
Tenn.
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